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FROM THE DESK OF

Linda M. Delgadillo, CAE, TMA Executive Director
Checking In with Past Butler-Cooley Award Winners
lthough just in its third year, the Butler-Cooley Excellence in
Teaching awards have become a highlight of TMA’s annual
conventions. Established to recognize exceptionally dedicated
and skilled primary and secondary school teachers, the program recognizes three educators each year with $5,000 awards funded by the John
William Butler Foundation and named in honor of Leslie Bender
Butler and Cindy Butler Cooley. The women collectively have more
than 50 years’ experience as teachers.
Those recognized at the 2006 Annual Convention last month in
Orlando were Larry Statler, a special education teacher at Santa Teresa
Elementary School in San Jose, California; Valorie Ann Lewis, a thirdgrade teacher at Stigler Grade School in Stigler, Oklahoma; and John
Bassier, a science teacher at Ferndale High School in Ferndale,
Michigan.
The enthusiasm and creativity that Butler-Cooley award winners
bring to the educational arena is truly inspiring, and TMA is proud to
recognize the impact they have on their students’ lives. In checking up
with some past award winners, it was gratifying to learn that the awards
have had positive impacts on the recipients’ lives as well.
“Even though it has been two years, the thought of winning the
Butler-Cooley Excellence in Teaching award still gives me goose
bumps,” said Patty Gonzalez, a kindergarten teacher in Akron, Ohio,

A

and a 2004 winner. Gonzalez used her winnings
to fund a pilgrimage to Medjugorje, a small
village in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where some
believe apparitions of the Virgin Mary have
appeared. She said the week she spent there was
so inspiring that she used the remainder of her winnings to return the
following year.
“I have forged friendships and created memories that will last a lifetime,” she said. “I can truly say the trips changed my life, all because
I won the award.”
Awards continue to mount for Peggy Carlisle, a 2005 winner who
teaches third and fourth grade in Jackson, Mississippi. This summer she
was one of five teachers from across the United States inducted into the
National Teachers Hall of Fame. She said her winnings went to further
her daughters’ educations.
“Our younger daughter is a sophomore at Mississippi College, and
our older daughter and her husband are second-year law students at
Georgetown University in Washington, D.C.,” Carlisle said. “Last fall
we were delighted to be able to help with the college tuitions!”
Dana K. Kelly, an educator in the gifted program in Lakeland,
Florida, said 2006 marks her 30th year of teaching, and she “can’t think
of being anywhere else.”

continued on page 3

GUEST EDITOR

Turnaround Investing Is Attracting Attention
BY JOHN M. COLLARD, CTP, NOVEMBER GUEST EDITOR
nvesting in underperforming and distressed companies has
become a more acceptable practice of many buyout shops. While
there may have been only a handful of such firms in the 1990s,
there are perhaps 100 or more today. The dynamics of the market
have changed, allowing more buyout funds to become comfortable
with the process.
This trend presents both alternative sources of liquidity and
investment into underperforming assets and sources of exit once
companies have been turned around. The equity investing community
is recognizing that infusing operating talent and expertise into challenging situations can make the difference in the value proposition
and produce substantial returns on investment. Many buyout shops
and hedge funds are employing in-house senior operating professionals with experience in distressed situations to differentiate their
approach in the marketplace.
In “Mining Value from Distressed Companies,” I share a
methodology for building enterprises in which future buyers want to
invest. When a turnaround is complete and the company is ready for
the next tranche to fund growth, those who have provided the investment have a point of exit.
Michael Goodman of NatCity Investment Banking shows why
consideration may not be king in distressed mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) in “Competition for Distressed Middle-Market Buyouts

I
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Heats Up.” The competitive sale process has
forced decision makers to consider speed and
certainty of transaction close as alternatives that
override purchase price.
In “Investing in Underperformers, Turnarounds,” Jason A. Leach of Sun Capital Partners,
Inc., shares that a key to generating substantial
internal rates of return in distressed environments is to acquire
companies that present opportunities to create enterprise value
through operational improvements post-acquisition. He suggests
finding “good companies in bad situations.”
In “Overlooking Private Equity Partnerships Can Be Costly
Mistake,” Stephen Harris of Midcoast Capital describes an asset class
that is sometimes misunderstood, always holds potential hidden risk,
and can provide an alternative source of liquidity.
For more information on such topics, be sure to attend TMA’s
Distressed Investing Conference in January 2007 in Las Vegas, where
we will explore this subject area in more detail. CR
John M. Collard is chairman of Annapolis, Maryland-based
Strategic Management Partners, Inc., a turnaround management
firm specializing in interim executive leadership and investing
in underperforming companies. Collard is also a past TMA chairman. He can be reached at (410) 263-9100 or strategist@aol.com.
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F R O M T H E E X E C U T I V E D I R E C T O R ( cont.)
“I took great pleasure first in giving a portion of my winnings to the beloved writer of
my recommendation for the award — whose
young granddaughter had endured 16 brain
cancer surgeries at St. Jude’s in Memphis — to
help meet family needs. I also used a portion of
it to pay entry fees for my students, most of
whom are too poor to afford the luxury, to
compete in a district problem solving competition,” she said.
Kelly said she did pamper herself with a
couple visits to a spa and several new appliances for her home. “The money also helped
me take a great class in Idaho this past summer
so that I might bring history (the frontier and
silver mining) more vividly into my classroom,” she said.
Kathy Nimmer, a high school English and
creative writing teacher in West Lafayette,
Indiana, said that she treated herself to a trip to
the national gymnastics championships and
took her mother to an exclusive bed-and-breakfast in Nashville, Indiana, for a vacation.
“I also used the money to attend a
women’s writing retreat in Kentucky, where I
was introduced to new poetry concepts,” said

Nimmer, who lost her eyesight as a child.
“That, in turn, led to me writing a book of poetry
about my vision loss that will be published
November 27.”
Linda Morning, a middle school learning
disabilities teacher in Dundee, Illinois, and a
2005 winner, said 2006 was a special year for
her and her family. “My mother- and father-inlaw celebrated their 75th birthdays, and it was
my parents’ 55th wedding anniversary and my
50th birthday,” Morning said. “So it seemed like
a good excuse for a celebration.”
Morning put her winnings toward an
Alaskan cruise for all of them to thank them for
their support and understanding of the
demands her career places on her time.
Although they enjoyed the cash awards
and obviously put the money to good use, the
teachers said they most enjoyed being
acknowledged for what they do.
“The money was wonderful and enriched
my life, and I thank everyone from the bottom
of my heart,” Kelly said. “But please understand, the recognition of teachers for their
genuine hard work and marks on the world was
the far greater gift.” CR
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TURNAROUND INVESTING

Mining Value
from Distressed Companies
Building Properties in Which Future Buyers Want to Invest
• A marketing-oriented managenvesting in underperforming
ment team
companies can be very profit• A track record demonstrating
able for those who know what
the ability to sell and compete;
to look for and how to execute,
develop, produce and distribute
as many buyout firms are learning.
products; and thrive and grow
To be successful, a distressed
investor must ascertain that a com• Realistic return potential from
pany can be turned around, buy it
their fair entry valuation
at the right price, know how to
Great value is realized from
fix its problems, avoid spending
rebuilding an entity and setting it
money on past sins, manage the
on a path toward long-term
turnaround, and sell at increased
growth. This also is the time to
value. While this is simply stated,
exit. Many buyers will accept
it is tricky to implement.
lower return rates in exchange for
This niche market allows
a company that shows stable
investors to capitalize on oncegrowth, but they shy away from
positive results that have become
underperformers until they have
stalled. Distressed investors should
been fixed.
seek enterprises that have critical
Whether one invests in a new
capital shortages but future potenentity or in a portfolio property in
tial. They should acquire comdecline, the recovery cycle is
panies that can provide quality
much the same. Because of misproducts at competitive prices
management, a company slides
but that are severely undervalued
into trouble. A distressed investor
because of ineffective management
assesses viability and puts capital
and/or a lack of market direction
into the company. After turning
and unacceptable penetration.
around the company, the investor
Savvy investors can take
ultimately sells the property
advantage of distressed-level asset
(Figure 1).
pricing by investing cents on the
All troubled entities reach a
dollar in exchange for large returns
BY JOHN M. COLLARD, CTP, CHAIRMAN, STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PARTNERS, INC. distressed state through a progresat the end of the process. An
sion of mismanagement — from
infusion of capital put into the
officers to board members to investors. When the entity is at a
hands of a leader with a sound strategy and a return-on-equity goal in
precipice, there is opportunity. The present owners, lenders, and other
mind can be a powerful motivator.
stakeholders have little choice but to bargain, and deals can be made.
A distressed investor should build an enterprise with the sole purPotential investors should be cautious, of course, but many wait too
pose of selling it at maximum value. Therefore, the investor should
long, allowing the value to deteriorate completely. Another scenario to
concentrate on exit strategies from the start. The key to achieving returns
avoid is investing in insolvent companies that cannot be fixed. As
from investing in underperformers is to build properties that future buyers
surprising as it may be, many investors do just that.
will want to purchase. An investor should build going concern value to
Determining turnaround viability requires truly understanding
yield peak results and should provide what future buyers look for:
what has caused the breakdown within a company, which usually can
• Consistency that creates value
be traced to two or three issues. Investors shouldn’t focus on mere
symptoms of distress but should dig down to uncover underlying
• A high probability of future cash flows

4 • November 2006
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• Developing management talent, building

Figure 1: Asset Recovery Cycle
Sale &
Asset Recovery
Corporate Renewal

Mismanagement Slide

Caliper teams, and making use of and growing existing resources.

• Increasing sales and market share.
• Maximizing return on capital.
• Linking management performance to ultimate
goals.

• Developing incentive-based compensation
programs.
Viability & Investment
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/
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problems. One should never seek advice about
problems from current senior management.
After all, if these executives knew what was
wrong with the company, they should have
fixed the problems earlier.
Distressed investors must make certain
that they have solutions that no one else
already has used to address a company’s
underlying problems. Perhaps an investor can
bring new non-cash resources or applications
to influence revitalization. Although an
investor should take advantage of mispriced
material inputs, labor, assets or capacity, and
intellectual property, the answer is never to
just add cash. New leadership is always
required to implement lasting change.
Before investing, one should negotiate
acceptable terms that allow for substantial
upside when the work is done. If there are no
solutions to a company’s problems, creditors
won’t cooperate, or the price is unrealistic, a
potential buyer should go on to the next deal.
Finding good turnaround opportunities is
fundamental to success.
Recovery Process
Before an entity can be sold, it first must be
turned around successfully. This should never
be left to chance. A distressed investor always
should take active control of the entity.
Investing passively and allowing prior management to oversee the process may result in
the investment being lost. Passive positions
are only acceptable as part of an investor pool
led by an active participant.
Many equity investors apply strictly
financial considerations to underperformers in
their own portfolios. These same financial
investors then compound their problems when
they take control of a company to determine
whether it is salvageable or is a candidate for
sale or liquidation. When, as often occurs, the
company is sold, these investors are left to
write off their investments.
Inherent in such a scenario is a fundamental problem — purely financial considerations
Dedicated To Corporate Renewal

are not enough to save a company when an
operational or revenue-driven turnaround is
required. Many investors have run financial or
investing institutions in the past. Yet, few have
run other types of companies as well, and most
are ill equipped to do so. This creates opportunities for investors who possess the skill sets
necessary to run companies.
Substantial value is derived from investors
who also have senior operating leadership
experience. They can determine whether one
strategy or another can affect the revitalization,
and why others didn’t work in the past. Many
private equity firms and hedge funds are adding
operating executive talent to their ranks to complement the skills of their managing partners.
When a distressed investor takes over an
underperforming entity, it is time for existing
management to get out of the way. Because
these executives guided the company during
the mismanagement slide, why allow them to
complicate the situation any further?
Corporate renewal is a process. It involves
using a transferable set of skills to revitalize
the property and restore it to a state in which
it can be sold. At that point, the investor can
sell the entity and realize returns. The renewal
process involves:
Providing Leadership. A distressed investor must
focus on value creation and guide a company
to a new plateau. The investor’s advantage lies
in bringing an objective focus, untarnished by
the situation at hand. The investor provides
broader perspective, effectively managing
“change control.” The investor is the teacher,
and the stakeholders are the pupils. Together,
they must rebuild in a new direction.
A CEO with transition experience in
value-building situations should be brought in
to guide the effort. This leader must demonstrate expertise in:

• Managing crisis, transition, and rebuilding
processes.

• Shaping business strategy and financial
structure.

This leader must get involved directly in
making decisions to achieve the ultimate goal
of selling the company at an increased valuation. The CEO must be held accountable for
performance and timely results. Most importantly, this executive must get things moving
quickly. On the “volume in” side (revenue/
sales), the person should look at where and
how revenue is generated and work to maintain that flow. On the “volume out” side
(throughput/production), the company must
get its products or services out the door. How
else can the company bill for its work?
The final step in completing the turnaround is hiring a marquis manager to lead the
permanent management team. Having a permanent team in place adds to the value equation.
Setting Strategy. In distressed investing, the
goal is a shorter-term, high-multiple return
commensurate with the risk, while setting the
stage for ongoing longer-term returns for the
buyers who provide an exit. Investors should
implement long-term strategies that survive
their exits.
While situations differ, one essential strategy is to drive revenues. Growth cannot occur
without more sales. The strategy must address
the problems plaguing the company and provide a roadmap to revitalization.
An effective strategy is key to implementing change. To turn around a company
successfully, one must establish a new vision,
distill this direction into concrete goals and
objectives, and create a guide for everyone to
follow. Rebuilding momentum is critical.
Building a Quality Management Team.The value
of a company increases sharply when a strong,
permanent, and credible management team
that can produce consistent sales, profits, and
cash flow results is in place. Such a team
establishes continuity in the organization and
allows everyone to expect orderly change and
new opportunities.
A distressed investor also should capitalize on available underutilized human capital
among the middle managers who remain with
the company. Chances are these individuals
continued on page 6
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MINING VALUE
continued from page 5

are dedicated to the company and its success.
Once they are guided to their next level of
responsibility, they will help a company make
its next big step forward.
Acquiring New Business/Sales. There are only
two ways to increase sales: sell new products
to existing customers or sell existing products to
new customers. Most underperformers have
forgotten the basics of marketing and promotion or never applied them in the first place. The
company must clearly promote what its products and services can do for customers and differentiate them from those of the competition.
The company must become market-driven,
adapting to changing conditions and improving its competitive position. It should deliver
only what customers are willing to pay for —
with no excess — to avoid incurring extra costs.
Establishing Sound Capital Structure. Having a
sound strategy in place, along with a viable
marketplace, efficient delivery and production
vehicles, and a cohesive management team,

will entice the investment community.
Securing new capital becomes much easier
when investors see a high probability of return
and a viable exit strategy.
Just as important as infusing cash for
working capital needs is making certain that
this new money is not be diverted to past
commitments. Distressed investors should
establish relationships with creditors so they
will work with the new management team.
They also should consider giving creditors
upside when the turnaround is complete.
A creditors’ committee-type approach can
be implemented outside of bankruptcy to keep
creditors plugged in and participating.
Prepackaged bankruptcies also are available to
ensure cooperation. An investor can always
purchase assets out of bankruptcy to ensure a
clean structure, a strategy being used more
often as buyout funds become more comfortable with the process. In many ways, this
approach can be considered alternative and
complimentary financing.
Implementing Processes. Systems and processes
should be used to drive the business and control the day-to-day environment, which allows
management to address critical issues facing
the company. Many managers waste time on

We are pleased to announce

tasks for which results would be essentially the
same whether they or a subordinate managed
them. Management should focus on pressing
issues — controlling cash and costs, increasing
sales, and enhancing value creation.
With processes in place, guidelines and
expectations are clear. Communicating what is
expected reestablishes lines of authority and
sets expectations for those who can turn the
events of the company. More importantly,
processes demonstrate the value of recurring
phenomenon. Recurring positive results stimulate value.
Nurturing Resources. Resources, including
employees, facilities, and advisors, should be
leveraged to complete the turnaround. Often,
the key resource is the company’s workforce.
An incentive structure that pays only when
employees accomplish goals set in the longterm strategy should be established. A robust
incentive structure allows employees to share
in the risk. If the strategy is successful, all gain
financially. If the desired results are not achieved,
poor performance is not subsidized. The incentive program should reward performance that
will take the company beyond its sale.
Cashing Out
A distressed investor’s goal is to achieve a
return when the sale occurs. To accomplish
this, a distressed investor must know when to
cash out. The greatest return on investment is
achieved when the turnaround is complete and
the company is ready for the next tranche to
fund growth. At that point, many new investors
will want to participate. An investor should
remember that:
Earnings and cash capacity + achieved X
multiple on investment + demonstrated
Improvements + an in-place functioning
management Team = time to sell.

has merged with and is now known as

Successful investors recognize that a
small Xr growth in revenues can yield many Xn
returns on invested equity. Revenue that
exceeds controlled fixed costs drops substantial incremental profits to the bottom line,
which in turn drives valuation. CR

For more information, visit NationalCity.com/investmentbanking • ssgca.com or call:
J.W. Sean Dorsey

J. Scott Victor

Mark E. Chesen

Senior Managing Director
Head of Investment Banking
216-222-9117
Sean.Dorsey@NationalCity.com

Senior Managing Director
Co-head Special Situations Group
610-940-5802
jsvictor@ssgca.com

Senior Managing Director
Co-head Special Situations Group
610-940-5801
mchesen@ssgca.com
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TURNAROUND INVESTING

Competition for
Distressed
Middle-Market
Buyouts Heats Up
BY MICHAEL GOODMAN, DIRECTOR, NATCITY INVESTMENT BANKING
n the mid to late 1990s, convincing private equity firms to return bankers’ telephone calls was difficult. Few would consider acquiring a company operating
in bankruptcy or one with an erratic cash flow history, particularly one in the
middle market. There was little hope for businesses that could not attract
interest from strategic buyers or the limited universe of financial buyers who had
an appetite for distressed deals. Over the last several years, that has changed.
The magnitude of institutional money flowing into the private equity and
hedge fund market since the end of the 1990s has required the financial buyer
community to differentiate its deal criteria to deploy capital effectively. The
market for the traditional leveraged buyout (LBO) model — acquiring a business
with steady cash flows, paying down debt, and selling the company — has become
very crowded and price efficient, making it more difficult for buyout shops to
generate required returns. To maintain sufficient yields, a financial buyer now
must contribute more value to a target acquisition.
To this end, many have complemented their financial staffs with a bench of
operations executives to spearhead tangible business improvements that go
beyond financial engineering. This infusion of deeper operating expertise into the
world of buyouts has made acquiring businesses that are facing challenges a
more attractive proposition. Compared to simply paying down debt with steady
cash flow, there are certainly more opportunities for outsized returns when
owners improve profitability through repositioning a business, enacting cost
reductions, or rationalizing the customer base.
This proliferation of buyout strategies toward distressed investing was
further boosted by the bursting of the Internet bubble and the slowdown in the
U.S. manufacturing economy in 2001 and 2002, as more deal flow became turnaround-oriented in nature. To remain active, private equity firms had to look at
distressed deals.
The net result of these factors was an explosion in the number of buyout
shops looking at distressed deals in the middle market. While only a handful of
these firms operated in the late 1990s, more than 100 compete for deals today.
Many have succeeded, while others learned through hard experience that the
process for buying and managing a company in the midst of a turnaround can be
much different from one employed when dealing with a healthy business.
In distressed investing, due diligence goes well beyond verifying the
sustainability of cash flows. Among the questions that must be answered are:
• Can profitability be restored through projected growth, or is a cost reduction
program necessary?
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• Because asset-based financing may be the
only available source of senior debt, does the
company have leveragable assets?

• Is the management team capable of effecting
a turnaround and if not, does the equity
source have a suitable management team on
its bench?

• Are superfluous assets or business lines
available that can be divested to focus the
business better and perhaps provide additional liquidity?
To contend in this more complex and
competitive landscape, private equity firms
must structure proposals with more creativity
and flexibility. At least from an investment
banker’s perspective, they must provide assurance that a deal outlined in a letter of intent
ultimately can be delivered by the buyer. In a
process with several interested parties, it is
often this intangible comfort level that can
determine which potential buyer is selected.

financing transaction to complement their
equity contribution. An investment banker
traditionally was satisfied absorbing a financing
contingency in a letter of intent, as long as the
buyer had a good track record of closing deals
and the banker believed that the post-closing
capital structure was reasonable.
In distressed transactions, for which speed
is often crucial, the time and risk related to
bringing in a senior lender to support an acquisition can diminish the appeal of a letter of
intent. To be competitive, turnaround-oriented
buyers must be able to finalize their due
diligence while concurrently negotiating a
purchase agreement in as little as 30 days. This
timeline often outpaces even the most nimble
of lenders.
In response, some private equity firms
now provide bridge financing to fund the
senior portion of their purchase price, which is
refinanced post-closing if a third-party lender
cannot close within the tight timeline. The
flexibility to provide such bridge financing
eliminates any financing contingencies in a
letter of intent and serves to differentiate a
buyer positively in a crowded field.
Another condition necessary to close
many sale assignments is a renegotiation of
existing union contracts. Such negotiations

2007

TMA Conference
Schedule
January 18-19
Distressed Investing Conference
Wynn Las Vegas
March 27-31
2007 Spring Conference
Four Seasons Las Colinas
Dallas, Texas
October 16-19
2007 Annual Convention
Boston Marriott Copley Place
Boston, Massachusetts

continued on page 10
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Increasing Appeal
One of the most unsettling contingencies that
is cause for concern for decision makers in a
sale process relates to financing. Most private
equity firms have longstanding relationships
with the senior lending market and usually are
equipped to structure and deliver a senior
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COMPETITION HEATS UP
continued from page 9

can rattle the nerves of any investment banker
because they create substantial closing risk.
After all, it is logical for potential buyers to
take a hard line in negotiating collective
bargaining agreements. A buyer that cannot
reach satisfactory terms on a new contract can
simply walk away from the deal, leaving a
fatigued union and a broken sale process in
its wake.
However, a few private equity firms have
turned their relationships with unions and
experience in negotiating collective bargaining
agreements into a competitive advantage in the
distressed investing arena. Because they have
demonstrated their expertise in reaching
agreements with affected unions, an offer by
one of these buyout shops that includes ratification of a new union contract as a condition
to close may be more attractive on a riskadjusted basis than other offers. This may be
true even if the consideration involved is less
than that offered by other potential purchasers.
Certainty of close is the most important
noneconomic consideration for stakeholders
and their advisors in weighing multiple offers
in a distressed sale process. Allaying concerns
regarding financing and difficult-to-manage
due diligence issues, such as union contract
renegotiations, goes a long way in distinguishing certain financial buyers from the field.
Other conditions in a letter of intent that recognize some of the issues specific to distressed
sales can also position a financial buyer well.
A healthy company can withstand a buyer
walking away from a deal in the later stages of
a sales process. With fatigued stakeholders and
limited liquidity, however, a distressed company

may only have one chance to effect a transaction. Often, a terminated deal is the surest
path to liquidation, even if other buyers are
willing to step in. Granting exclusivity to a
buyer in a letter of intent and closing off the
process for 30 to 60 days is typical in a healthy
sale. However, such an approach raises the
stakes considerably for a distressed company
because the business may not have the time,
money, or stakeholder support to start the
process over again if a deal fails.
Understandably, buyers desire a level of
protection in a letter of intent. They do not
want to expend resources to perform detailed
due diligence and spend money on lawyers,
accountants, and environmental firms if the
selling party is free to walk away at any time.
A compromise that allows sellers to keep
backup buyers warm but also offers counterparties a level of commitment is an expense
reimbursement mechanism. Rather than
requesting a period of exclusivity, the potential
purchaser seeks compensation that is payable if
the buyer delivers the deal in the letter of intent
but the seller chooses another alternative.
Such an arrangement serves a dual purpose of protecting a potential buyer and allowing the seller to maintain secondary options in
case the initial deal goes awry. It also tilts the
playing field in a firm’s favor when other
potential buyers in a competitive auction are
insisting on exclusivity.
Price of Admission
With lenders exerting immense pressure on a
fatigued credit for a liquidity event, having
investment bankers evidencing momentum in
an expedited sale process may be the only way
to maintain financing from the lender and keep
the business alive. Moreover, an investment
banker under such pressure may support the
first credible offer received rather than waiting
for a full process to play out.

For these reasons, speed is simply the
price of admission for a turnaround-oriented
private equity fund. Potential buyers should
push their preliminary due diligence forward
immediately. Buyout shops that wait even a
couple of weeks to set up a meeting with management may have eliminated themselves from
contention because other potential purchasers
may be submitting letters of intent by that time.
Creating additional time pressure is the
willingness of some private equity funds to
purchase the distressed debt of a target to
circumvent the process. Their endgame is
a restructuring of the debt that results in the
realization of equity control. With the limited
documentation required to purchase debt, this
is simply another way to expedite a close. The
most successful distressed private equity funds
are those that get out of the gate quickly in a
process, specify an expedited timeline in their
letter of intent, and ultimately deliver.
Distressed sale processes have high visibility. Often monitoring every step are stakeholders and professionals that include investment bankers, bankruptcy attorneys, bank
workout officers, turnaround consultants, and
unsecured creditor committee attorneys and
financial advisors. As a result, word can spread
quickly about a private equity fund’s ability or
inability to operate in this highly specialized
environment. A poor reputation, particularly in
the parochial world of turnarounds, can quickly turn off the deal flow spigot, severely limiting a distressed private equity fund in its
efforts to deploy capital.
With mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
involving healthy companies, consideration is
king. The potential buyer that is willing to pay
the most is often the eventual acquirer in those
deals. In distressed M&A transactions, however, every nuance in the letter of intent and
every impression conveyed to management
and other decision makers can override purchase price as the ultimate deciding factor in
a competitive sale process. CR
Michael Goodman is a director in NatCity Investment
Banking Group’s Special
Situations Group (SSG).
He specializes in providing
financing, sale, restructuring,
and complex valuation services to financially challenged middle-market
companies. NatCity Investments, Inc., is a
subsidiary of National City Corporation,
headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio.
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These days a lender has to bring more to the table than a
big name and an ample balance sheet. A good lender also brings
options and insight and a willingness to work together to find
the right financing solution–the very qualities you find in us.

Lending help beyond expectations.

Business Credit
Call us at 1.800.333.0242 for asset-based financing products and services
from $5 million to $100 million for manufacturers, distributors, retailers
and service providers.
Finance Company Services
Call us at 1.800.333.0242 for financing products and services from
$5 million to $100 million for asset-based lenders, factors, distressed asset
purchasers, real estate lenders, leasing companies, and other commercial
finance companies.
Systran Financial Services
Call us at 1.800.824.2075 for asset-based and factoring solutions from
$250,000 to $5 million for manufacturers, distributors, retailers and
service providers including transportation and staffing companies.
Healthcare Finance
Call us at 1.800.824.2075 for revolving lines of credit and term loans of
up to $100 million for healthcare providers, as well as manufacturers and
distributors who serve the healthcare market.
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TURNAROUND INVESTING

Investing in Underperformers, Turnarounds

uccessful investing in
underperforming and
turnaround assets requires execution at
every stage of the deal.
Paramount to this unique
acquisition focus is the ability
to deliver speed and certainty
in closing a deal, as well as
providing ongoing operational support and guidance
post-acquisition.
Today’s most prominent
firms focusing on distressed
assets are hybrids of private
equity firms with merger and
acquisition (M&A) capabilities, operating management,
and crisis management firms.
This combination ensures that
buyers remain disciplined in
targeting and valuing the
BY
acquisitions and gives them
the ability to create enterprise
value through operational improvement postacquisition, even when acquiring companies
with weak or limited management teams.
Critical to the process of acquiring distressed assets is expediency and certainty.
These companies often are losing money or
are liquidity constrained and can’t support a
traditional extended acquisition process or
entertain multiple buyers. Sellers often value
the speed in which buyers can close deals and
the certainty that the deal will be completed
more than the purchase price.
Firms wishing to succeed in this environment must explore creative ways to close deals
in 30 days or less, such as negotiating the purchase agreement in parallel with confirmatory
due diligence. In addition, distressed investors
must be willing to deliver acquisition proposals
with full board approvals and without financing
contingencies to ensure certainty of close.

S
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value through operational
improvements and expansion
in earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) post-acquisition, or acquiring “good
companies in bad situations.”
This is more difficult than it
sounds. There often is a fine
line between a turnaround and
a liquidation. The author’s firm
focuses on acquiring underperformers and turnarounds —
companies that are losing
money or operating in the
bottom half of their industries
in terms of EBITDA performance. These companies historically have been profitable,
operate in healthy and successful industries, and share common attributes, including significant market share, high
JASON A. LEACH, PRINCIPAL, SUN CAPITAL PARTNERS, INC.
barriers to entry, competitive
cost advantages, niche highmargin products, and longstanding blue-chip
Investment Focus
The most misunderstood aspect of distressed customer relationships. The upside opportunity
investing is the investment focus. Most firms in presents itself in fixing common problems that
this industry are seen as “value investors,” or these distressed companies face, including
firms focused on acquiring undervalued assets mismanagement, poor financial performance,
and generating internal rates of return (IRRs) industry cyclicality, failed acquisition stratethrough financial engineering or multiple gies, rising raw material and input costs, and
expansion. Given the competitive nature of operational inefficiencies.
Target IRRs must meet the risk profile of
today’s distressed investing market, this
the acquisition, and higher risk deals justify
approach is seldom successful.
Another misconception is that a majority higher returns. Buyers often overlook this and
of distressed investors acquire companies instead point to liquidation value — the excess
strictly through the Chapter 11 bankruptcy value of assets over liabilities — as the benchprocess and focus on “good companies, bad mark in valuing distressed assets. While paybalance sheets.” In these situations, the compa- ing liquidation value may sound attractive on
nies are often fully valued, and the bankruptcy the surface, this approach does not necessarily
generate sufficient returns for the buyer and
process serves only to redistribute this value.
The key to generating substantial IRRs in fails to take into account that companies
a distressed environment is to acquire companies sometimes are worth more dead than alive.
that present opportunities to create enterprise

continued on page 14
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A G I L I T Y. S T R E N G T H . E X P E R I E N C E .

M A XIMIZING LOAN
PORTFOLIO VALUE
CarVal Investors, formerly Cargill Value Investment, has built
a strong, 20-year reputation by employing agility, ﬁnancial
strength and experience to help ﬁnancial institutions navigate
through asset sales to receive maximum value for their
management- and credit-intensive assets.
Having acquired $70 billion in loans in over 1,000 transactions
across the globe, CarVal Investors has a wealth of information
and experience to respond quickly to determine the true
intrinsic value of any portfolio. Our relationships with servicing
partners result in optimal cash proceeds for a variety of asset
types including commercial, residential and consumer loans.
Active management of credit-intensive loans today becomes
a competitive strength for your future.
Like the caravel ship that inspires it, CarVal Investors has a
long history of exploration and discovery—not only across
Steve Cropp/Images.com/CORBIS

oceans, but also upriver and in shallow coastal waters. Most
importantly, we use our experience to maximize portfolio
value and to improve your bottom line, by thinking globally
and executing locally.
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SPEED, CERTAINTY OF CLOSE
continued from page 12

Another commonly overlooked aspect of
distressed asset valuation is liquidity. On the
surface, it may appear that a buyer is achieving an attractive purchase price due to operational challenges facing a business. But over
and above the purchase price paid to the seller,
multiple components of value require liquidity.
Is the company losing money? If so, how
much money will it lose before it generates
positive cash flow? How much liquidity is
needed to cover seasonal swings in working
capital in operations such as retail?
Are there other components of value that
require liquidity, such as restructuring costs,
underfunded pensions, environmental remediation liabilities, or contingent legal liabilities?
Has the target been stretching its trade vendors
to support its liquidity needs? All of these
value components require excess borrowing
availability or equity investment to cover
liquidity needs, and all are components of
purchase price.

Asset Sales, Inc.
When It Can’t Be Turned
Around, Turn To Us.
Auctioning And Appraising
Industrial Machinery
for over Fifty Years.
We pay CASH
for one machine
or an entire plant
Turning Your
(and Your Client’s)
Assets Into Dollars!
members of TMA, NABT, RMA, AMEA

Offices Serving North America and Europe
301 Post Office Drive, Suite C * Indian Trail, NC 28079
888.800.4442 * 704.821.4325 fax

www.asset-sales.com
info@asset-sales.com
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Buyers of distressed assets must remain
flexible and opportunistic while staying disciplined in their acquisition focus. The author’s
firm is “industry agnostic” and has portfolio
companies in industries ranging from retail,
metals, chemicals, and food to technology, automotive, packaging, and consumer durables.
While it invests only in underperformers and
turnarounds, it does not let industry dynamics
stand in the way of opportunity.

In the distressed arena, postacquisition execution and support
are critical because significant

profitability improvements
are often realized within the first
three to six months after close.
Investment structure also can limit opportunities, which is why some firms maintain the
ability to pursue multiple investment vehicles,
such as control leveraged buyouts (LBOs),
minority equity positions, distressed debt,
public securities and, in certain events, becoming loan-to-own lenders of last resort.
Distressed investors must be willing to pursue
deals that may be too complicated for traditional firms or that require significant “sweat
equity.” These include corporate divestitures
involving the creation of stand-alone operations, companies in out-of-favor industries, or
deals involving negotiations with multiple
constituents, such as shareholders, unions,
and vendors.
In the distressed arena, post-acquisition
execution and support are critical because
significant profitability improvements are
often realized within the first three to six
months after close. Many firms underestimate
the liquidity needs of their acquisitions or the
need to maintain active participation in operations. Oversight of portfolio companies by
seasoned operating professionals and consistent interaction with company management to
ensure follow-through are imperative.
While all of the author’s firm’s portfolio
companies maintain stand-alone management
teams that are empowered to run day-to-day
operations, it also employs in-house senior
operating professionals, many of whom are
former CEOs, CFOs, and COOs experienced
in distressed situations, to provide ongoing
oversight and operational support. These operators assist in transitioning or restructuring the

operations in the early stages of an acquisition
and schedule regular meetings — weekly to
quarterly, depending on the maturity of
the company within the portfolio — to ensure
follow-through.
In addition, buyers must be willing to provide ongoing liquidity and equity support to
portfolio companies that encounter bumps in
the road and provide stock options and coinvest rights as incentives to management
teams. Overall, firms must take a decisive
approach to both front-end acquisitions and
post-acquisition operations to ensure timely
execution of both the deal and operating
initiatives.
CASE STUDY: ALSCO Metals Corporation
ALSCO Metals Corporation is the largest supplier of residential aluminum building products in North America. Its product line
includes fabricated products, including trim
coil, soffits, accessories, aluminum siding,
rainware, and roof moldings; painted mill
product specialty coil; and bare aluminum
sheet. Products are sold through a network of
500 distributors, including national one-step
distributors, regional independent one-step
distributors, two-step distributors, original
equipment manufacturers, and fabricators.
At the time of acquisition in May 2003,
the seller, Owens Corning, was operating
under Chapter 11 protection due to asbestos
liability claims and viewed the sale as an
opportunity to exit a non-core metals business.
The author’s firm’s strong relationship with
the investment banker led to its selection as the
stalking horse bidder. An affiliate of the
author’s firm acquired substantially all of the
assets of ALSCO through a Section 363 bankruptcy sale and bridge financed the transaction
to facilitate an expeditious closing.
As part of its investment thesis, the buyer
saw great potential to increase ALSCO’s dominant market share. The company controlled
about 24 percent of the market and enjoyed
strong relationships with many of the industry’s largest distributors, including Norandex/
Reynolds and Alside, both of which had longterm supply agreements with the company.
ALSCO’s two largest competitors each had an
estimated 10 percent market share.
As a stand-alone company, ALSCO would
be able to target the entire marketplace.
ALSCO also had extensive vertical integration, operating four smelting and production
continued on page 17
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YOU SHOULD CONTROL YOUR FINANCING.
IT SHOULDN’T CONTROL YOU.

Perfect-fit financing
Wachovia’s full spectrum of asset based lending options can
increase your borrowing capacity, and our range of equipment
finance choices can help you use capital more effectively.
In 2005 alone, we leveraged the balance-sheet strength of the
nation’s fourth largest financial institution and completed 430
transactions, for a total of $6.8 billion in new loans and leases.

For more information on Wachovia Capital Finance, please call 866-714-9633.
On Wachovia Equipment Finance, please call 704-374-6647.
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Abacus Advisors Group LLC
AccuVal Associates, Inc.
American Management Advisors Inc.
Amfinity Capital, LLC
Anderson Bauman Tourtellot Vos
ARG Recovery, LLC
Atlas Partners, LLC
Back Bay Capital Funding LLC
Bank of America Business Capital
Bank of America Retail Finance Group
BBK
Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC
Buccino & Associates, Inc.
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP
Cairncross & Hempelmann, P.S.
CapitalSource
Continental Advisory Services, LLC
Conway MacKenzie & Dunleavy
Cooley Godward Kronish LLP
The Daley-Hodkin Group
Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP
DLA Piper
Executive Sounding Board Associates Inc.
Fennemore Craig, P.C.
First American Corp. - UCC Division
Focus Management Group
FTI Consulting, Inc.
Gardner Carton & Douglas LLP
Getzler Henrich & Associates LLC
Glass & Associates, Inc.
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KPS Special Situations Funds
Kugman Associates
Lake Pointe Partners, LLC
The Meridian Group
Mesirow Financial Consulting, LLC
Midwest Business Capital
Morris-Anderson & Associates, Ltd.
NachmanHaysBrownstein, Inc.
Northern Healthcare Capital, LLC
Penn Hudson Financial Group LLC
Phelps Consulting Group
Prime Locations LLC
Quarles & Brady LLP
Quest Turnaround Advisors, LLC
RAS Management Advisors, Inc.
Ravin Greenberg PC
Republic Financial Corporation
Retail Consulting Services
Riemer & Braunstein LLP
RJ Reuter Business Consulting
Rochelle, Hutcheson & McCullough, LLP
Ruskin Moscou Faltischek, P.C.
San Filippo & Associates, LLC
SB Capital Group, LLC
The Scotland Group, Inc.
Sullivan & Worcester LLP
Treadstone Partners, LLC
Trimingham Inc.
Wachovia Capital Finance
White Oak Group
Wiss & Company, LLP
XRoads Solutions Group
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facilities that produced a majority of its raw material supply, bare aluminum sheet. The smelting
capability provided a major cost advantage over
competitors and allowed ALSCO to regulate production levels to sell bare aluminum sheets during
periods of slow fabricated product sales.
Finally, the buyer saw great opportunities to
cut costs and reduce working capital investment.
While ALSCO had a history of profitability, the
management team identified several opportunities
to increase the efficiency of its manufacturing
process, cut overhead costs, and reduce working
capital due to an inventory build-up.
By the end of 2003, about $9 million of working capital reductions in manufacturing, overhead,
and inventory expense had been realized, which
allowed ALSCO to repay shareholder notes and to
declare and pay special dividends. In addition,
ALSCO acquired the assets of a small building
products company, including the rights to market,
manufacture, and distribute a product line under
the name Contours. The product line extension
provided higher blended margins.
ALSCO completed four Six Sigma projects
that improved the productivity of its coating operations, producing estimated annualized savings in
excess of $4.3 million. These projects included

improved paint line recoveries at two sites through
the use of standardized processes, better input quality, natural gas savings through the use of a regenerative burner, and reduced paint usage by controlling film thickness. The management team also
added 86 new customers post-acquisition.
As a result of the strategic initiatives implemented, EBITDA increased from $8 million for the
pre-acquisition 12-month period ending May 2003
to $24.4 million for the 12 months ending
September 30, 2005. ALSCO was sold in October
2005 to a publicly traded strategic buyer for a
return of more than 21 times the original investment, with an IRR of about 580 percent. CR
Jason A. Leach is a principal
with Sun Capital Partners, Inc.
He has more than eight years’
experience in distressed private
equity investments. He has been
involved in more than 60 M&A
transactions, including corporate divestitures, public to private transactions,
strategic roll-ups, restructurings, and bankruptcy
auctions. He holds a bachelor’s degree in finance
from Stetson University.
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In rare instances, you can
Asset Valuation
Asset Acquisition and Disposition
Hilco Appraisal
Services LLC

Hilco
Real Estate LLC

Hilco
Receivables LLC

Hilco Merchant
Resources LLC

• Machinery and
equipment

• Fee-owned and
leasehold property
acquisition and
disposition

• Performing and nonperforming accounts
receivable portfolio
acquisition and
collection

• Asset-related
advisory and
monetization
services to retailers
contemplating
or implementing
strategic change

• Retail, consumer and
industrial inventory

• Lease restructuring
and mitigation
Hilco Enterprise
Valuation
Services LLC

• Sale/leaseback

• Enterprise and
intangibles
valuations

Hilco Real Estate
Appraisal

• FAS 141/142
• Litigation support

• Retail, industrial and
commercial
appraisals
• Leasehold valuations

Hilco Appraisal
Europe
• Machinery and
equipment
• Consumer, retail,
industrial inventory

• A/R appraisals

Hilco Healthcare
Receivables LLC
• Healthcare debt
acquisition

• Retail M&A
facilitation
• Outsourced store
management and
operation
• Loss prevention

Apex Financial
• Debt collection call
centers

Hilco Receivables
Europe
• Acquisition,
collection and
appraisal of
distressed debt
portfolios in the
UK and continental
Europe

• Marketing services

Hilco UK Limited
• Retail asset
acquisition,
restructuring and
disposition services
in the UK and
continental Europe
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be all things to all people.
Debt and
Equity Capital

Consulting

Hilco
Industrial LLC

Hilco
Wholesale LLC

Hilco Equity
Partners LLC

Hilco Corporate
Finance LLC

• Acquisition
and disposition
of machinery,
equipment and
industrial inventory
in North America and
internationally

• Acquisition and
disposition of
consumer inventory
in a non-retail setting

• Private equity
investment fund
focused on the
middle market

• Debt and equity
placement

Hilco Online LLC

Hilco
Financial LLC

Hilco
Industrial Europe
• Acquisition
and disposition
of machinery,
equipment and
industrial inventory
in the UK, continental
Europe and
internationally

• Internet-based
asset sales

• Bridge loans to
facilitate M&A

Hilco Brands LLC
• Brand acquisition
and revitalization

Hilco Retail
Acquisitions LLC

• M&A advisory
• Balance sheet
advisory

SD Retail
Consulting LLC
• Retail business
performance
enhancement
consulting on an
international scope

• Retail business
acquisitions in
North America

Merchant Equity
Partners LLP
• Retail business
acquisitions in the
UK and continental
Europe

Hilco… more value created more ways.
800-52-HILCO • www.hilcotrading.com
©2006 The Hilco Organization
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Overlooking
Private Equity
Partnerships
Can Be
Costly Mistake
Secondary Market Offers Liquidity for Limited Partners
practitioner walks into a struggling how it can be used to complete a quick and
company ready to perform some turn- efficient conversion to cash.
Private equity limited partnerships, which
around artistry, or maybe it’s a slimdown or liquidation assignment. In are also commonly referred to as “funds,” take
any event, cash flow is at a premium, and many forms. Among them are venture capital
cash generation becomes priority one. and buyout funds, small business investment
Scanning the woeful balance sheet to
find the best and most expeditious places
he increasingly competitive secondary
to mine cash, the consultant comes upon
market now affords a turnaround proa limited partnership interest in a private
fessional
equity fund.
The consultant concludes that prito generate cash quickly.
vate equity interests are most definitely
long-term, illiquid assets. Moreover, they
present numerous imposing barriers to owner- companies (SBICs), and funds focusing on
ship transfer, and limited partner status pro- distressed securities, real estate, and restrucvides little or no ability to accelerate cash turing situations. Limited partnership interests
flow. So, the professional moves on quickly often are found in entities with an investment
focus, such as banks, insurance companies,
in a quest for cash.
This is a common reaction, given that pension funds, endowments, and family
private equity interests often are among the investment partnerships and offices. They are
last assets addressed in bankruptcy or liquida- also found fairly often as investment assets in a
tion scenarios. However, there are two reasons wide variety of corporations, particularly if the
to reconsider and more promptly delve into investment focus of a fund has some connecissues surrounding these limited partnership tion with strategic focuses of the corporation.
As their name implies, private equity
interests. First, there is a danger of wasting the
asset and incurring consequent exposure for limited partnership interests are not publicly
inattentive fiduciary duty. The second reason traded. This presents significant barriers to
involves the emerging secondary market for their sale and transfer, not the least of which is
private equity limited partnership issues and the requirement that the general partner of a
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an appealing opportunity
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limited partnership (or managing member of a
limited liability company) approve all transfers.
The private nature of these entities also
means that there is a dearth of information
available about the fund and the assets it holds.
The investors are the limited partners, and they
do not fund their capital contribution all at
once. Typically, 10 to 20 percent of partners’ commitments are drawn upon formation of a fund, with the remainder
called over time as directed by the general partner and as needed for new investments and/or fund expenses.
Once a limited partner makes a commitment to a fund, it cannot withdraw or otherwise discontinue its participation without
incurring onerous penalties. For this reason,
a practitioner should investigate a client’s
private equity interest sooner rather than later.
Because private equity funds impose significant penalties on partners who fail to make
a capital call, the status of the capital commitment for each fund must be determined quickly.
Questions to answer include:
• What is the total capital commitment?

• How much has been funded, and how much
remains to be funded?

• What are the amounts and due dates for any
outstanding capital calls?

• Has the client missed any capital calls to date?
Turnaround Management Association
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Fortunately, this information can be obtained by
contacting the general partner of each fund.
Penalties can be severe. A typical penalty for
missing a capital call deadline is to reduce the tardy
partner’s capital account by half. Subsequent defaults
result in additional cuts and may even result the total
elimination of the partner’s capital account. Further,
funds usually have provisions for taking legal action
against defaulting partners. While these are rarely
invoked, pressure from remaining limited partners
have forced general partners to initiate such proceedings in some cases.

Reported secondary
deal volume in 1990 was
$145 million; in 2003

it was $4.6 billion,
according to the Private
Equity Analyst Guide to
the Secondary Market.

continued on page 22
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Approaching the Market
Turnaround professionals typically encounter private
equity players as one of a client’s creditors or
owners — as a force to be reckoned with that can further complicate the task of turning around a company.
However, finding a private equity interest on the
asset side of the balance sheet provides better news.
There is a developing secondary market in private
equity interests that can be accessed to turn a private
equity interest into quick cash. Billions of dollars
have been raised by entities to provide liquidity for
owners of private equity interests.
In this context, these interests are known as “secondary interests” or “secondaries.” They take their
name from the notion that they are traded in the secondary market, as opposed to the primary market,
which refers to purchasing directly from the fund at

its inception. In this regard, they can be considered
similar to shares of closed-end mutual funds, which
trade on established stock exchanges. Their prices
are determined by the ebbs and flows of supply and
demand, not strictly by reported net asset value.
Private equity, as an asset class, has come into its
own only in the last 25 years. The same can be said
about the market for secondaries. Reported secondary deal volume in 1990 was $145 million; in
2003 it was $4.6 billion, according to the Private
Equity Analyst Guide to the Secondary Market.
Growth and volume of this magnitude naturally
led to a continued maturation of the market dynamics and the entry of experts and facilitators found in
other asset classes. It also led to the increasing segmentation of buyers. Today, some buyers focus on
only one type of fund, such as buyout funds. Others
may focus strictly on better-known funds with
national reputations. Some only consider fully funded interests, and still others define their interests
based on minimum size thresholds. Some will participate in “auctions,” and others won’t.
How does one approach this market? A simple
Internet search on “secondaries” or “secondary interests” refined by “private equity” will deliver relevant
sites to gather background information. The universe
of entities seeking secondary sellers can be broadly
separated into intermediaries and buyers.
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In the intermediary category, entities provide
advisory, agency, and sophisticated structuring services to clients seeking liquidity. Such services
carry fees, of course, and intermediaries generally
set minimums on the size of assets to be represented, which translate quite directly into some notion
of minimum fee opportunity.
The pluses and minuses to consider in deciding
whether to employ an intermediary parallel those
one considers employing a real estate broker. If
chosen wisely, an intermediary can provide necessary expertise to deliver the maximum gross sales
price in the minimum amount of time, all the while
helping a seller dodge shoals it may not know
about. If not chosen wisely, an intermediary may
command too much of a seller’s time and deliver an
inferior net sales price — or no sale at all.
How does a seller find and contact buyers without using an intermediary? The first step is to contact the fund’s general partner, who may know of
another limited partner interested in purchasing the
interest. This is easy and puts a seller in touch with
parties that have reason to know the asset well.
However, while one buyer and one seller can make
“a market,” the resulting transaction may not
always reflect maximum value. In addition, general
partners often do not encourage such transactions,
which they don’t particularly enjoy being involved
in. It takes their time without resulting in remuneration to them, and some worry that it is a poor
reflection on their management.
An Internet search will produce results on
mega funds, middle-market funds, and small niche
players that purchase secondaries. Although larger
firms tend to be more visible, these purchasers are
showing diminishing interest in buying smaller
interests. They have large amounts of money to
employ and only so much time to do so. It’s just not
profitable for them to spend time on small acquisitions. This has led to a segmentation between mega
funds and mid-tier or middle-market funds.
But even for mid-tier funds, the definition of
“too small” may start at about $1 million. However,
some firms specialize in purchasing smaller interests.

Jon Kris Consultants, Inc. Executive Search dedicated in recruitment of
professionals in the Restructuring, Litigation Support, Forensic Accounting,
Private Equity, Distressed Debt, and Finance areas.
We share the vision, spirit and commitment, with our clients, and offer a
cutting edge with an eye to progressive success at all levels of employment.

To acquire an individual or a group of professionals in any major U. S. city,
please contact Bruce Peters or Jennifer Eible.

JON KRIS CONSULTANTS, INC.
Founded 1982 • Member of TMA

973.236.1800 • Fax 973.236.1600 • www.jonkris.com
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Transaction sizes for small niche firms may range
from less than $10,000 to millions of dollars, with
those on the high end of the spectrum accomplished by inviting other purchasers to participate.
After identifying potential buyers, a seller’s
next step is to determine which ones to contact.
An intermediary can handle that. Otherwise, buyers’ Web sites describe their interests and provide
a hint as to whether it is worth calling them. No
call is a waste, however. If a firm says the seller’s
interest is too small or otherwise is not a good
fit, the caller should ask for recommendations for
other potential buyers. Perhaps the firm declined
because its plate is full or the interest is not within its area of expertise. The firm may refer a seller
to another buyer in hopes that it will be invited
back into the transaction after another buyer
analyzes the deal and decides that it should seek
additional participants.
Once a buyer is found and a purchase price
negotiated, completing a transaction is not complicated. There are few meaningful legal or deal
points, and the documentation and process of
transfer are simple. Buyers generally provide
mostly suitable documentation to effect the transfer, and this generally requires only a brief review
by counsel.
Increasing Competition
Because of their underlying characteristics of secondaries, most purchase prices historically have
been at a discount to net asset value (capital
account balance), often at significant discounts.
As more secondary purchasers have appeared and
more capital has sought such assets, discounts
have been declining and are likely to continue
to do so.
The short story is that the increasingly competitive secondary market now affords a turnaround professional an appealing opportunity to
generate cash quickly. This can be an appealing
alternative compared to paying additional cash for
ongoing capital contributions or losing asset value
through capital account reductions caused by
missed capital calls. CR
Stephen Harris is a managing
principal with Midcoast
Capital LLC. His career in private equity spans three decades
and includes founding and
managing three venture capital
partnerships and a series of
secondary interest partnerships. Harris holds a
bachelor’s degree from Duke University and an
MBA from the Wharton School of the University
of Pennsylvania.
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TMA
In the News
TMA in the News is a compilation of excerpts
from media reports in which TMA members
appeared as sources or served as authors.
Daily Bankruptcy Review Small-Cap,
September 6, 2006, “Restructure Businesses,
not their Computer Applications,” a
Viewpoint column by a TMA member about
keeping business software malfunction-free.
“Replacing an application in which a
company has heavily invested can be gutwrenching. A common argument is, ‘So
much money has been spent, we can’t
walk away.’ But this is like tossing money
into a deep hole with the hope of one day
filling it.”
– Norman Katz, Katzscan Inc. (Florida
Chapter)
Bankruptcy Court Decisions, September 5,
2006, “Antoszyk Joins Proskauer Rose,” a brief
about recent career move of a TMA member.
“Peter’s knowledge and experience working with major clients in all industries
and sectors on a full range of finance and
specialty lending transactions, coupled
with his insolvency experience, make him
an invaluable addition to our rapidly
expanding junior capital and finance
practices in Boston and firmwide.”
– Steven M. Ellis, Proskauer Rose LLP
(Florida Chapter)
The Muskogee (0klahoma) Phoenix,
September 4, 2006, “Stigler Teacher Gets
National Award,” an article about Valorie
Lewis, a Butler-Cooley Excellence in
Teaching award winner. Two other award
winners for 2006, Larry Statler and John
Bassier, also are mentioned.
The Business Journal of Phoenix, September
5, 2006, “Court Approves Three-Five
Bankruptcy Plan,” a brief about court approval
of a reorganization plan for a technology
company mentions Peter S. Davis, Simon
Consulting LLC (Arizona Chapter).
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Bankruptcy Court Decisions, August 29,
2006, “Werner Seals Potential Executive
Bonus Backlash,” an article about a bankrupt
company receiving approval to seal details
of its incentive-based bonus plan mentions
TMA member Hon. Kevin J. Carey, U.S.
Bankruptcy Court for the District of
Delaware (Philadelphia Chapter).
“USTP Responds to Need for Credit Counseling
in Foreign Languages,” a brief about the need
for credit counseling to be provided in languages other than English.
“If the credit counseling agency cannot
provide the counseling in the debtor’s
language and the debtor cannot afford to
hire a translator, there is no possibility the
debtor can get the credit counseling.”
– Hon. Jay Cristol, U.S. Bankruptcy
Court for the Southern District of
Florida (Florida Chapter)
Dow Jones Newswires, August 29, 2006,
“Turnaround Firms Seek Hedge-Fund,
Private-Equity Clients,” an article about
turnaround professionals marketing to hedge
funds that need due diligence reports on
companies, mentions TMA and the January
2007 Distressed Investing Conference.
“Five years ago, there were only a few
firms interested in distressed investing.
Now there are all of these new entrants
in the market and they can benefit from
the exchange.”
– Colin P. Cross, Crystal Capital, quoted
as TMA president
“We’ve invested some resources to knock
on doors to create brand awareness. And
when the time comes, maybe they will say,
“We met a guy from Morris, let’s give
them a call.”
– Daniel F. Dooley, CTP, MorrisAnderson & Associates, Ltd.
(Chicago/Midwest Chapter)
“I think the turnaround and restructuring
industry is changed substantially forever.

What we have now is what we are going
to have for the foreseeable future.”
– Frank R. Mack, CTP, Conway
MacKenzie & Dunleavy
(Chicago/Midwest Chapter)
Bankruptcy Court Decisions, August 22,
2006, “Boston Bar Founds Fund in Old
Friend’s Honor,” an article about the legacy
of a lawyer known as the “dean of the
Massachusetts bankruptcy bar.”
“Charlie would know every case that
I had just spent hours discovering—the
case cite, the name, and what the case
held. The great Charlie Normandin,
who worked on the biggest corporate
bankruptcies, knew consumer bankruptcy law cold.”
– Richard Mikels, Mintz Levin Cohn
Ferris Glovsky & Popeo PC
(Northeast Chapter)
San Francisco Business Times, August 11,
2006, “The Bankruptcy Scramble,” an article about the effect of the Bankruptcy
Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection
Act (BAPCPA) on filings in the Bay Area.
“Creditors are going to force debtors to
handle things before they get so out of
hand that they have to file.”
– Arthur Perkins, Deloitte Financial
Advisory Services LLP (TMA
Executive Committee)
Dallas Business Journal, August 4, 2006,
“Tatum Buys Controller Group,” an article
about the expansion of an executive and
consulting services firm.
“The role of the chief financial officer is
changing. It’s becoming more of an
office of the CFO rather than a single
position.”
– Doug Payne, Tatum LLC (Dallas/
Ft. Worth Chapter)
continued on page 26
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Daily Bankruptcy Review, August 2, 2006,
“The Ethics and Practice of Asset Protection,” a
Viewpoint column co-authored by two TMA
members that discusses how business owners
facing bankruptcy can protect personal assets.
“Asset protection segregates and structures
ownership of an individual’s assets in a way
that is both legal and ethical and that provides protection of current wealth from
unforeseen future creditors. Asset protection
isn’t a way to hide assets or income, nor
should it be viewed as a quick fix to shield
personal assets from creditors.”
– Lee Goldberg, CTP,
NachmanHaysBrownstein, Inc.
(Northeast Chapter)
– Keith Northern,
NachmanHaysBrownstein, Inc.
(Carolinas Chapter)
Collections & Credit Risk, August 2006,
“Rescuing a Drowning Corporate Debtor,” an
article discussing how turnaround or workout
experts help struggling companies.

“[The average client isn’t] buying a
second home in Tahoe. He is truly in trouble:
He’s getting into payroll tax problems, borrowing at high interest rates, mortgaging his
home, maxing out his credit cards—all to service his debt. He’s robbing Peter to pay Paul.”

builder’s development project that materialized through acquisition of property from
a bankrupt company mentioned Bill
Norton, Boult Cummings Conner & Berry
(Tennessee Chapter).

– Chuck Doyle, Business Capital
(Northern California Chapter)

The Villages Daily Sun (Lake County,
Florida) Auto News Wire Reports, July 27,
2006, “Ford Turnaround Relies on Appealing
Vehicles,” a brief about Ford Motor Co.’s
progress in its turnaround plan.

“Creditors know that if debtors enter
Chapter 11, they will see little or no money.”
– Gary Milleson, American Finasco Inc.
(Houston Chapter)
Baking Management, August 2006, “IBC
Recovery Delayed, CEO Search Begins,” an
article about a company seeking more time to
complete its restructuring.
“We believe fiscal 2007 will be a transitional
year for the company during which the operational, financial and marketing initiatives we
have implemented during our restructuring
will begin to impact our results.”
– Tony Alvarez II, Alvarez & Marsal
(New York City Chapter)
Nashville Business Journal, July 28, 2006,
“Ole South Acquisition Jump-starts Antioch
Subdivision Project,” an article about a home-

“If they don’t stabilize their market share
at a level that they’re predicting matches
their redesigned size, then there will be a
Round 3.”
– Van Conway, CTP, Conway
MacKenzie & Dunleavy Inc. (Detroit
Chapter)
Associated Press, July 27, 2006, “GM Sales
Surge Delights Wall Street,” an article reporting on positive second-quarter results for
the automaker.
“If you’ve got the ship pointing in the
right direction, I don’t know how you
would make a change now.”
– Van Conway, CTP, Conway
MacKenzie & Dunleavy Inc. (Detroit
Chapter)
Baltimore Business Journal, July 14, 2006,
“Following the Law to the Letter,” an article
about different reasons companies file
Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
“The courts are so vigilant on it.”
– Joel Sher, Shapiro Sher Guinot &
Sandler (Chesapeake Chapter)
Business First of Louisville, July 14, 2006,
“Mining Reorganization Case Moves Slowly,”
an article about different issues stymieing the
reorganization of two companies.
“We’ve had conferences with a number
of companies that are interested.”
– Kenneth C. Henry, CTP, RTL
Recovery Group Inc. (Southern
California Chapter)
Daily Bankruptcy Review, July 4, 2006,
“First-Day Motions Guide Now Updated
for Today’s Practice,” a brief about second
edition of a bankruptcy publication that
was written in part by TMA member
Maxim B. Litvak, Pachulski Stang Ziehl
Young Jones and Weintraub (Northern
California Chapter).
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The Diverse Face
of TMA
BY ROBYN FORMAN POLLACK, ESQUIRE, SAUL EWING LLP & FAYE B. FEINSTEIN, ESQUIRE, QUARLES & BRADY LLP

Not only is an emphasis on
increasing the diversity of our
membership important
at the national level, but it is
also significant at the local
chapter level.

A

s the faces of the companies with
which we work continue to
change, it is essential that the
TMA also reflects those changes.
The newly created Diversity Committee,
which is chaired by Faye Feinstein, was
designed just for that purpose — to create
networking opportunities and encourage
membership and participation by women,
other minorities, and young professionals —
all in an effort increase the diversity of TMA
to help us all better serve our clients.
TMA has experienced much success
with respect to its women’s initiative.
Women’s networking cocktail parties, dinners,

and other events consistently have been wellattended at national conferences. One of the
goals of the Diversity Committee is to build
on this success and ensure that minorities
and young professionals are included in
TMA’s national events.
In addition, we hope to add to the roster
of available choices at the various national
conferences throughout the year panel discussions that focus on topics important to diverse
professionals, such as mentoring and business
development. It is also a priority of the
Diversity Committee to create and facilitate a
formal mentoring program for every female,
other minority, or young professional who
joins the TMA in an effort to successfully integrate that new member into our organization.
Not only is an emphasis on increasing
the diversity of our membership important
at the national level, but it is also significant
at the local chapter level. Another goal
of the Diversity Committee is to provide
guidance and to act as a springboard for
ideas to create more groups within local
chapters for women, other minorities, and
young professionals.
Several chapters across the country have
well-established, highly successful women’s
networking groups that hold a variety of
events to build professional relationships and
increase membership and participation by
women. In the Philadelphia Chapter, for
example, the women’s group events have run
the gamut. That chapter has held simple
cocktail parties at hot-spot venues and has
partnered with other professional women’s
groups to greatly increase networking opportunities. The group also has held more-formal dinners featuring guest speakers on such
issues as women’s business development and
breast cancer awareness. It has hosted many
other successful events as well, including a
fashion show, a wine and cheese tasting, and
a day at a spa.
continued on page 30
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are working to identify
and include more diverse
members through the
creation of specialized,
targeted networking
groups, it is important
that more chapters
recognize the importance
of these initiatives.
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The Chicago/Midwest Chapter was the first to
form a women's group, and events have included holiday parties, networking luncheons, a guided tour of
the new Millennium Park, and an accessory show at
the Merchandise Mart that raised money for the
Chicago Abused Women's Coalition.
Following the successful formula of the women’s
groups, formalized young professionals groups are
also starting to spring up. For example, the
Philadelphia Chapter recently created a Young
Professionals group in an effort to attract younger people and provide a forum for these chapter members to
meet, share ideas and information, and begin to build
networking relationships. The group held a cocktail
party at an area restaurant attended by more than 40
young professionals. The Chicago/Midwest Chapter
has a thriving young professionals group whose events
have included cocktail parties at various hot spots.
While some TMA chapters are working to identify and include more diverse members through the
creation of specialized, targeted networking groups, it
is important that more chapters recognize the importance of these initiatives. As chair of the Diversity
Committee and co-chair of the Professional Women's
Networking Subcommittee, we urge each of you to
get involved. Whether it be attending the next networking event at the 2007 Spring Conference in
Dallas, creating a niche networking group as part of
your local chapter, or encouraging the women,
minorities, or younger people in your firm or company

to participate, we all can play an active roll in shaping
the TMA of the future.
Robyn Forman Pollack, Esq., is an
attorney in the Bankruptcy and
Reorganization department of Saul
Ewing, LLP. She concentrates her
practice in general bankruptcy-related
matters, including the representation
of debtors, creditors’ committees,
unsecured creditors, and other parties. Pollack is also
co-chairperson of the TMA International’s Professional
Women's Networking Subcommittee and is chairperson
of the Networking Organization of Women, the women’s
networking group of TMA’s Philadelphia Chapter. She
can be reached at (215) 972-7537 or rpollack@saul.com
Faye B. Feinstein, Esq. is a partner in
the Bankruptcy and Creditor’s Rights
group of Quarles & Brady LLP, a
national firm that provides broadbased commercial legal services
through six offices located in Arizona,
Florida, Wisconsin, and Illinois.
She practices in the areas of bankruptcy, creditors’ rights, secured transactions and
commercial/corporate law and deals regularly with
out-of-court restructurings, workouts and liquidations
and related litigation. Feinstein was the founder of
TMA’s national Professional Women’s Networking
group and now serves as the chairperson of the
TMA’s Diversity Committee. She can be reached at
(312) 715-5069 or fbf@quarles.com.
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Carl Marks Student Paper
Competition Awards
Presented at Annual Convention

A

n entry by a student from the
London School of Business (UK)
and one by a team from Kellogg
School of Management, Northwestern
University, took top honors in the general and
case study categories, respectively, of the 2006
Carl Marks Student Paper Competition.
The contest is sponsored by Carl Marks
Advisory Group LLC, New York, and awards
cash prizes of $3,000 for first place, $1,500
for second place, and $600 for honorable
mention. In addition, TMA provided travel
and lodging expenses for one member of each
first- and second-place team to attend the
2006 Annual Convention in Orlando, where

prizes were awarded.
Winning papers were judged on the basis
of their relevance to issues relating to corporate distress, financial restructuring and reorganization, and the quality of writing and
analysis. Twelve papers were submitted in the
two categories by individuals or teams of students enrolled in an MBA program or equivalent business-related master's degree program
at an accredited university.
Synopses of the first- and second-place
are included here. Those papers and one
awarded an honorable mention in the case
study category can be viewed in their entirety
at www.turnaround.org. The students' papers

express the opinions of their authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the directors, officers, or members of TMA.

General Category
First Place
“The Role of the Institutional Environment
in Corporate Failure and Restructuring”
By Bryan Lewin
London Business School (UK)
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Paolo Volpin
Historical trends have led to wide differences in creditor and shareholder rights
between common and civil law jurisdictions.
continued on page 32
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STUDENT PAPER COMPETION
continued from page 31

While analyses of failed companies usually
focus on management competency and corporate strategy, they sometimes fail to reflect
that these problems are second-order effects
of the impact of this wider governance environment on capital structure decisions and
corporate strategy. Significant opportunities
exist for turnaround professionals and for
investors who recognize the dangers that this
may bring.
Civil law countries may offer less protection to creditors and shareholders than do
common law countries. This leads to larger
banking syndicates, which can deter strategic default, and to the dominance of large
shareholders who have an incentive to monitor management.
However, these arrangements are only
partial substitutes for investor protection,
particularly if split capital and pyramid
structures are present. This is particularly
true in family dominated companies, where
the high concentration of power within the
family and a lack of transparency may lead
to expropriation of outside investors. When
minority shareholder rights are restricted,
shareholder blocks can be ineffective
in restricting a poor management’s valuedestroying behavior. In such cases, just
fixing the strategy doesn’t work.
When companies in this environment
fail, governance structures can complicate
the restructuring process, particularly for
cross-border restructuring. Jurisdictionshopping by a debtor, secondary debt trading changing the legal perspective of
the debt holders, and strategic gaming by
management can have an impact on the
outcome. There is a need for an independent
chief restructuring officer (CRO) to resolve
this, particularly when neither the banks nor
the market for corporate control can remove
entrenched management.
The fact that these problems originate
from historic political systems makes it very
difficult to design optimal bankruptcy codes
that can tackle these issues if they ignore this
wider context and just attempt to impose a
global uniform solution. Governments’ role is
to develop an enabling environment for restructuring, but policy choices should favor private
sector solutions over direct intervention.
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Case Study Category
First Place
“Albertsons’ Turnaround”
By Ben Farris, Hayoung Lee, John
Maitrejean, Jason Schauer, Neil Seyffert
Kellogg School of Management,
Northwestern University
Faculty Advisor: Dr. James B. Shein
The U.S. supermarket industry underwent
significant changes and faced many challenges
throughout the past 10 years. Albertsons, like
many other grocers, attempted to weather the
storm but was not left unscathed.
Massive consolidation occurred within the
industry in the late 1990s; Albertsons undertook
the second-largest acquisition, purchasing
American Stores Company for approximately
$12 billion. While the deal was aimed at
addressing challenges within the sector by
increasing scale, poor integration and the evergrowing “Wal-Mart Effect” left Albertsons in a
dire situation by the end of 2000.
In early 2001, Albertsons hired General
Electric veteran Larry Johnston as chairman
and CEO to turn around the company. While
Johnston’s operational focus produced many
significant gains, a lack of strategic repositioning led Albertsons to put itself up for sale in
late 2005. Shortly thereafter, a SUPERVALUled consortium announced plans to purchase
the grocer.
“Albertsons’ Turnaround” seeks to highlight and analyze key industry-wide and company-specific factors leading up to and through
Albertsons’ 2001 to 2005 partially completed
turnaround. The authors then use Albertsons’
experience throughout this timeframe to offer
advice to SUPERVALU for successfully completing and, more importantly, integrating its
pending $10 billion acquisition.
Note: After this paper was authored,
SUPERVALU completed its acquisition of
Albertsons on June 2, 2006.

Second Place
“RadioShack”
By Matthieu Cocq, Franck Legoux,
Patrick de Loe, Genki Oka & Alexander
Zorn, Columbia Business School
Faculty Advisor: Professor Laura B.
Resnikoff
This paper examines the root causes of
RadioShack’s poor performance in the capital
markets, analyzes the management’s restructuring plan, and proposes a more far-reaching
turnaround plan.

Compared to its peak in 1999,
RadioShack’s share price has dropped 75 percent and since early 2005, it has declined
while the share prices of key competitors Best
Buy and Circuit City have gained significantly. The recent decline went along with downgrades in RadioShack’s debt ratings.
RadioShack, however, does not have any
liquidity problems, and its capital structure
and credit ratios are healthy. Its current low
rating instead reflects concerns about the company’s future operational performance amid
the recent leadership crisis.
On February 17, 2006, the firm announced
a turnaround plan consisting mainly of the
following programs of change: replacing slowmoving inventory with higher turn inventory,
closing 400 to 700 underperforming stores,
adding 200 kiosks selling cell phones and
accessories, closing two distribution centers,
and reducing sales, general, and administration (SG&A) costs. Based on these changes,
we estimate an enterprise value of $2.8 billion,
or roughly $17 a share. This brings the
estimated share price close to the current
market value of about $18 per share.
Based on industry and company analyses,
we find that the current turnaround plan does
not reach far enough to fix RadioShack’s underlying performance problems and neglects
additional value potential. We have proposed a
turnaround plan aligned with a new strategy of
RadioShack becoming the nearby consumer
electronics store that offers convenience and
service around essential and trendy small to
medium-sized consumer electronic goods.
The key constituents of our plan include
improving assortment, eliminating slow-moving stock keeping units (SKUs), reducing
accounts receivable, increasing online sales,
and putting on hold the expansion of kiosks.
Each of these elements were focused on achieving the objective of (1) increasing the average
core unit volume, (2) rationalizing the cost
structure, and (3) growing profitable square
footage. This more ambitious plan could create an
enterprise value of $3.9 billion, or $25 a share,
and create a platform for long-term growth.

Honorable Mention
“Penfield Electronic: A Turnaround
Analysis of a Small Company”
By Amanda Brimmer, Ryan Clark,
Elizabeth Stevens, Justin Twitchell, Emily
Wang, and David Wittkowsky
Kellogg School of Management,
Northwestern University
Faculty Advisor: Dr. James B. Shein
Turnaround Management Association
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WELCOME
New Members
Arizona
Daniel E. Garrison, Gallagher & Kennedy P.A.
Cory R. Kahabka, Absotively
Douglas Parker, US Airways

Alan R. Godfrey,
Paul Hastings Janofsky & Walker LLP
Bayard B. Hollingsworth, Tatum LLC
Sunnie M. Kim, PNC Business Credit
Charles F. Liles, Wells Fargo Business Credit
David F. Suever, A/R Resolutions
Steven J. Winokur, Turning Point Strategies

Australia
Andrew Birch, PPB
Amanda Bird, Oxford Funding
Scott Butler, McCullough Robertson
Chris Cooper, PPB
Rod Cunich, Access Business Lawyers
Max Donnelly, Ferrier Hodgson
Gary S. Fettes, Jones Condon
Phil Hennessy, KPMG
Graham Killer, PricewaterhouseCoopers

Congratulations to the following
individuals for entering the first
Public Comment phase of the
CTP-D certification process:
Congratulations to the following
individuals for completing all
requirements for the CTP
designation:

Chesapeake
Derek R. Crevello,
Laminar Direct Capital The DE Shaw Group
George W. Prokop, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Michael L. Sandnes, ESBA Capital Group Inc.

California – Northern

Atlanta

Congratulations to the following
individuals for entering the
Public Comment phase of the
CTP certification process:

Craig Mahoney, Ferrier Hodgson
Paul Mazzola, Bankwest
Robert Pfaff, Ferrier Hodgson Corporate
Advisory

Mark Feathers, Coast Capital Mortgage

Chicago/Midwest

California – Southern
Cara Dorhout, 1st PMF Bancorp
T.A. Jaye,
Maslon Edelman Borman & Brand LLP
Charles T. Moffitt,
C.T. Moffitt & Company
Stephen Perl, 1st PMF Bancorp
Jason D. Schauer,
Levine Leichtman Capital Partners

Carolinas
Gary L. Laubscher,
Hilco Appraisal Services
Elizabeth G. Lenn,
Southern Community Bank & Trust
Heather N. Lyons, CIT
Gerard P. Mozian, Tatum LLC

Margaret M. Anderson, Lord Bissell & Brook LLP
Sean B. Bisceglia, Chatham Partners LLC
Robert K. Brogan,
Alvarez & Marsal Business Consulting LLC
Steve Bystriansky
Chris Cannon
Aaron B. Deer, Fort Dearborn Partners Inc.
Eric E. Dunn, PSC Group
John Hopkins, adapt2grow
G. William Hubbard, Hubbard Business Counsel
Steve Kotarba, BMC Group
Keith J. Mason, Crestmark Bank
James J. McCambridge, The Deal LLC
Matthew McClintock, Freeborn & Peters LLP
Brenda E. Miller, Alix Partners
Craig Newman, Capital Medical Group
continued on page 36

Thomas R. Bennett

Richard C. Kennedy

Marc Weinsweig

FTI Consulting, Inc.

Aurora Management Partners

FTI Consulting, Inc.

Holly Felder Etlin

Eric M. Kerwood

William J. Wildern

XRoads Solutions Group

FTI Consulting, Inc.

BBK

Patrick T. Finn

Jeffrey R. Manning

Lighthouse Management Group, Inc.

FTI Capital Advisors, LLC

Michael J. Hamilton

Tom H. Wang

FTI Consulting, Inc.

Loughlin Meghji + Company

Gary J. Heller
FTI Capital Advisors, LLC

William Cadigan
Tatum CFO Partners

Philip M. Goy
BBK

This information provided by the Association of Certified Turnaround Professionals (ACTP). For more information regarding the CTP-D,
visit www.actp.org. For program inquiries, contact Nicole Gibby, Manager of ACTP Relations, at (312) 242-6034.
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$30,000,000
Senior Secured
Financing

Marine Offshore Construction

$10,450,000
Senior Secured
Financing

Snack Foods Manufacturer and Distributor

$7,000,000
Senior Secured
Financing

Successful
growth stories
start here.
PNC Business Credit.
An experienced lender
with the financing solutions
to get your deal done.
To learn more, call today.

Working Capital °
Buyouts °
Restructurings °
Recapitalizations °
Mergers and Acquisitions °
Turnarounds °
Refinancings °

Household Cleaning & Health/Beauty Care Products

Done deal: Easy as PNC.SM

CALL 800-762-3369
V I S I T w w w . p n c b u s i n e s s c re d i t . c o m

©2006 The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. PNC Business Credit is the asset-based lending arm of PNC Bank, National Association, a member of The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.

Detroit

NEW MEMBERS
continued from page 34

Sven T. Nylen, Freeborn & Peters LLP
Pat Roa-Perez, JPR Funding Solutions
Gaspare G. Ruggirello,
DeRico and Associates PC
Donald A. Shapiro,
Foresite Realty Partners LLC
Susan Silver, Millennium Properties R/E Inc.

Colorado
Bruce Dawson, Liquid Capital of Colorado
Jeremy R. Fortin,
Republic Financial Corporation
Brian P. Leitch, Esq., Arnold & Porter
Jonathan Linker, Ballard Spahr Andrews &
Ingersoll LLP
Keith T. McAslan, Republic Financial
Corporation
Philip G. Varley, The Barrington Group Inc.

Connecticut
Salman Akbar Khan, Silver Point Capital
Kim B. Bushey, Sovereign Bank
Jason Carney, Silver Point Capital
Edward D. Jacobs, Esq.,
Jacobs & Rozich LLC
Brian Jarmain, Silver Point Capital
Bob Paschalidis, RBS Greenwich Capital

Emilio Brahmst
Jeoffrey A. Burris,
Advanced Purchasing Dynamics LLC
James A. Campbell, Chase Bank
Nancy L. Colah, BBK
Kevin Costello, Comerica Bank
Anthony C. Flanagan, AlixPartners LLC
Jay Houston, Jay D. Houston and Associates Inc.
Patrick Zurlinden, Citigroup - Smith Barney

Florida
Lyle E. Bauck, Mesirow Financial
Alden Bing
A. Jay Cristol, U.S. Bankruptcy Court,
Southern District of Florida
Laurel M. Isicoff, U.S. Bankruptcy Court,
Southern District of Florida
Ronald Scott Kaniuk, Taplin & Associates PA
Bruce R. Lakefield, US Airways
William Malone, Corporate Investment
Internationl of N Florida Inc.
Robert A. Mark, U.S. Bankruptcy Court,
Southern District of Florida
Graeme Nichol, Outsourced Performance
Management Solutions
John K. Olson, U.S. Bankruptcy Judge,
Southern District of Florida
Peter E. Shapiro, Esq., Shutts & Bowen LLP
Scott Steadman, LBA Financial
George H. Tompson Ph.D.,
Sykes College of Business

TMA 2007

Michael G. Williamson, U.S. Bankruptcy
Court, Middle District of Florida

Japan
Makoto Ashihara, Asahi Tax Partners
Morinobu Hirota,
Central Research Institute Inc.
Jiro Igarashi,
Mizuho Corporate Advisory Co. Ltd.
Yasunori Isshiki
Yoshinori Kaiami, A-MICS Corporation
Koji Murakami, Murakami CPA Office
Katsuroh Nishikubo, Katsuroh Nishikubo
Certified Tax Accountant Office
Taku Omichi,
Delta Management Consulting LLC
Uchida Tomokazu, Masuya Consultant
Makoto Yamazaki,
Ikewaki Tax Accounting Office
Hideki Yanagawa,
Yanagawa Tax Accounting Office

Louisiana
Christy Himel
William S. Robbins,
Milling Benson Woodward LLP
Paul D. Stewart Jr.,
Milling Benson Woodward LLP

Missouri
Janice Baugh, Dietrich Lockard Group
James D. Briggs, Maher & Company PC

Distressed
Investing
Conference
January 17 - 19, 2007
Wynn Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada
For more information,
contact Laura J. Ivaldi,
Director of Continuing Education,
at livaldi@turnaround.org.
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Nevada
Graham H. Graham, Six Sigma Solutions LLC

New York – Long Island
Calvin Navatto,
Webster Business Credit Corporation

New York City
Phil Baratta, BMC Group
Antoinette Behan, BMC Group
Jeffrey F. Buckalew, Greenhill & Co. LLC
Nadia Burgard, Esq., Hunton & Williams LLP
Gerardo Canet, GE Commercial Finance
Global Media & Communications
Valerie E. DePiro, Capstone Advisory Group
Braden A. Ferrari, Midtown Partners Inc.
Patrick J. Fodale, Arthur Andersen LLP
Benjamin Gonzalez, Grant Thornton LLP
R. Douglas Greco,
Airbus North America Holdings Inc.
Mark R. Greenberg, FTI Consulting
Brian Hermann,
Paul Weiss Rifkind Wharton & Garrison LLP
Ryan C. Jackson,
Richards Kibbe & Orbe LLP
John E. Luth, Seabury Group LLC
Ryan A. Maupin, Grant Thornton LLP
Dina Niron, Platinum Funding Group
Winnie W. Poon, PricewaterhouseCoopers
Corporate Advisory and Restructuring LLC
Timothy W. Walsh,
DLA Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US LLP
Jessica L. Wasserstrom, Esq.,
Wells Fargo Trumbull
Craig A. Wolfe, Kelley Drye & Warren LLP
Mark A. Wright

Northwest
David LeGeyt, Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP
Kenneth H. Smith, LSQ Funding Group

Ohio
Andrew T. Fertal, Beacon Associates Inc.
Michael S. Fine,
National City Business Credit Inc.
Neal R. Restivo, Tatum LLC

D. Brian Crisp,
The Renaissance Consulting Group Inc.
Mark S. Edmondson, LEAN Affiliates
James J. Lee, Esq., Vinson & Elkins LLP
Christopher L. Smith,
ORIX USA Corporation
Zanette Zernial, XRoads Solutions Group

Texas – Houston
Bailey J. Young, Bailey Young International

Philadelphia

Toronto
Leon R. Barson, Pepper Hamilton LLP
Steve Buckley, TCE Capital Corp.
Jennifer M. Davies, Lamm Rubenstone
Robert D. Hostland
Lesavoy Butz & David LLC
Gary Karges, Bank of Montreal
Mo Hossain, Rohm and Haas Company
John J. Salmas, McCarthy Tetrault LLP
David A. Shaw, Academy Collection Service Inc.
Gus Tertigas, RSM Richter Inc.
Chris M. Tonkovich, Sovereign Bank

Pittsburgh
Povl Jorgensen, Devonwood Associates Ltd.
Patrick J. Marx, Compass Advisory Partners LLC
James D. Newell, Esq.,
Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney

Texas – Central
Raymond S. Rodriguez, TSR Global Inc.

Texas – Dallas/Ft. Worth
Mitchell W. Carter,
Litzler Segner Shaw and McKenney

United Kingdom
David Bryan, Glass & Associates Europe
Philip Farrelly, Bermans LLP
Neil McArthur,
Sanna Corporate Management Limited

Upper Midwest
Kenneth Corey Edstrom,
Larkin Hoffman Daley Lindgren Ltd.
Tim Stoeger, Grant Thornton LLP
Frank Vargas, St. Thomas University

New York – Upstate
John J. Bellardini, JC Jones & Associates LLC
Gregory L. Cotton, The MAG7 Venture Group
Joann Sternheimer, Esq.,
Deily Mooney Glastetter LLP

Northeast
Lawrence M. Abramson, EquipNet Inc.
Paul W. Carey, Mirick O'Connell
Stanley H. Davis,
TowerHunter Executive Search
Richard C. Demerle,
Ruberto Israel & Weiner PC
Michael E. Fuller, MF Associates LLC
Lisa Galeota, GMAC Commercial Finance
Russell S. Henderson, STAG Capital Partners
Joseph H. Hennigar,
Presidential Financial Corp.
Brett J. L'Esperance, Watermill Group
Brian M. Murphy, Tron Capital
Kenneth R. Nasiff, Rockland Trust Company
James J. O'Brien, Sovereign Bank
Jonathan L. Samen,
Riemer & Braunstein LLP
Edward L. Shapiro, PAR Capital Management
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save the

date

Body of Knowledge
Courses/Exams
New Jersey/New York Program
February 8 - 11
Woodbridge, Hilton — Woodbridge, New Jersey
Turnaround Management Association Spring Conference
March 26 - 29
Four Seasons Las Colinas — Dallas, Texas
Madison Program
June 28 - July 1
Fluno Center, University of Wisconsin — Madison, Wisconsin
Turnaround Management Association Annual Convention
October 14 - 17
Boston Marriott Copley Place — Boston, Massachusetts
Chicago ❖ Detroit
Programs are also planned for Chicago and Detroit. Dates will be
announced shortly. Please visit www.actp.org for calendar updates
and complete details about courses and exams.

Please visit www.actp.org as
additional courses/exam dates
are confirmed and for
registration opportunities.

2007
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MEMBERS
On the Mo v e
■ Charles C. Pak has joined Seyfarth
Shaw as a corporate and finance partner in the
firm’s Los Angeles office. He specializes
in mergers and acquisitions, private equity and
venture capital, and corporate finance.
Previously, he was a partner with Kirkland &
Ellis LLP, where he was a founding member of
the corporate practice group in that firm's Los
Angeles office. Pak received a bachelor's
degree from the University of Pennsylvania
and his law degree from New York University
School of Law.
■ PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP has
announced the formal launch of PricewaterhouseCoopers Corporate Advisory &
Restructuring LLC, a new business providing integrated financial, transactional, and
operational services to underperforming and
distressed companies. Peter Spratt will serve
as president of the new business and head
of PwC’s global restructuring practice. In
addition, Tom Sperry has joined the new
unit’s leadership team as U.S. market leader.

A former managing director at UBS Warburg,
where he founded and headed the company’s
Restructuring Group. Sperry most recently
started and ran a restructuring advisory practice for middle-market mergers and acquisitions firm Goldsmith Agio Helms.
■ Eric Ritter has joined PNC in Pennsylvania as a vice president and is responsible
for business development, sourcing middlemarket commercial borrowers across the
Lehigh Valley, Berks County, and the WilkesBarre/Scranton region. A 10-year veteran in the
banking industry, Ritter most recently was a vice
president with Sovereign Bank’s asset-based
lending group. He holds a bachelor's degree in
accounting from Susquehanna University.
■ Loren Roseman has been promoted to vice
president with Monomoy Capital Partners. In
addition, Mayank Singh has joined the firm as
a senior associate, and Earl Dos Santos and
Nathan Richey have joined as associates.
Roseman went to Monomoy as a senior associate in June 2005 from Alvarez & Marsal.

Singh has held positions with Sun Capital, L.P.,
and Brera Capital, L.P. Dos Santas most
recently was an investment banking analyst
at Citigroup, and Richey most recently was
with Houlihan, Lokey, Howard & Zukin.
Roseman holds a bachelor's degree from the
University of Arizona. Singh holds a bachelor’s degree from Colgate University and an
MBA from New York University. Dos Santos
holds a bachelor’s degree from Georgetown
University. Richey holds a bachelor’s degree
from Elmhurst College.
■ Richard J. Szekelyi has joined Phoenix
Management Services as a director. In his new
position, Szekelyi manages the firm’s new
Cleveland office. The firm also recently opened
an office in Atlanta. Prior to joining Phoenix,
Szekelyi led NorthPoint Management, a business and financial services firm he founded in
1996. He holds an MBA from Xavier University
and a bachelor’s degree from Ohio State
University, and is a graduate of the Stonier
School of Banking at Rutgers University.
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STRAIGHT

from the Chapters

Please send chapter event notices to
emcneil@turnaround.org. For more information
on these events or others scheduled by chapters
since this list was assembled, please visit the
events listings portion of www.turnaround.org.
ARIZONA
For more information about Arizona Chapter
events, contact Chapter Administrator Sheila
Hamilton at (623) 581-3597 or
sheila@gettingitdone.org.

November 1 – Women's Networking
Luncheon, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., at
The Country Club at DC Ranch, 9290 E.
Thompson Peak Parkway, in Scottsdale. The
speaker is Leslie Dashew of The Human Side
of Enterprise, who consults with family
businesses and other organizations and has
published three books.

ATLANTA

November 2 – New and prospective members

For more information about Atlanta Chapter
events, contact Chapter Administrator Kristi Cohen
at (678) 795-8103 or kristi.cohen@wellsfargo.com.

reception, 5:30 p.m., at Maggiano's Restaurant.
The event allows new and potential members to
meet with the chapter's leadership team during
an informal cocktail reception.

November 17 – Breakfast meeting, 7:30 a.m.,
at the Westin Buckhead. The speaker is Harry
Nolan, author of Airline without a Pilot,
Lessons in Leadership, which discusses
Atlanta-based Delta Airlines.

November 9 – Third annual Texas Hold 'em

December 20 – Black tie optional Holiday

November 13 – Members-only Senior

Extravaganza, 7 p.m., at the Georgia Aquarium,
Oceans Ballroom. The party is a joint TMA,
Atlanta Venture Forum (AVF), and Commercial
Finance Association (CFA) event. Attendees are
asked to bring one unwrapped present per person
to donate to the Toys for Tots drive. Registration
ends November 15. Online registration is
available at www.atlanta.turnaround.org.

Executive Forum, 5 p.m., at The Standard Club,
featuring Terry Lundgren, CEO of Federated
Stores, Inc., parent company of Macy's.

November 30 – Chapter meeting, 5 to 7

CHICAGO/MIDWEST

p.m., at the Wrigely Mansion, 2501 E. Telawa
Trail, Phoenix. The program is “Restructuring
the Troubled High-Tech Company." Online
registration is available at www.turnaround.org.

For information about Chicago/Midwest Chapter
events, contact Assistant Chapter Administrator
Sue Fischer at (815) 469-2935 or
sue@managementservices.org, or visit
www.chicago.turnaround.org.

Certified Appraisals Auctions Webcast Auctions Bankruptcy Specialists Liquidations Sealed Bid Asset Purchases Online Sales

Tournament, hosted by the Future Leaders
Committee. For details, visit
www.chicago.turnaround.org.

November 17 – Bi-monthly Breakfast Forum,
7:30 a.m., at The Mid-Day Club.

November 28 – The Milwaukee Programs
Committee presents “Some Do’s and Don’ts for
Investing in Turnarounds,” 5:30 to 8:30 p.m., at
The University Club, 924 E. Wells Street.

December 8 – Networking holiday cocktail
reception at the Merchandise Mart in
conjunction with the One of a Kind Show. The
reception is a joint event with the Association
for Corporate Growth (ACG) and the Risk
Management Association (RMA).

COLORADO

This Is Where
We Do Business.

For more information about Colorado Chapter
events, contact Chapter Administrator Michele
Gebhart at (720) 261-4544.

November 16 – Breakfast meeting, 7:30 to
9 a.m., at The Oxford Hotel, Theater Entrance,
1637 Wazee, Denver. Chief U.S. Bankruptcy
Court Judge Sidney B. Brooks and the Hon.
Howard R. Tallman, both of the District of
Colorado, will discuss the Chapter 11 process
under BAPCPA, the amendments’ effect on
small-business cases, and other challenges in
the wake of the changes.

CONNECTICUT

Over 700 Asset Sales A Year = First Hand Asset Values

For more information about Connecticut
Chapter events, contact Chapter Administrator
Anne Marie Russo at (203) 265-2048 or
amrusso@helmingcpas.com, or e-mail
inquiry@cttma.org.

November 14 – Chapter meeting. The
program is on hedge funds/private equity.
800.722.3334

www.michaelfox.com

DETROIT

This is where we perform appraisals and valuations of machinery, equipment and entire plants. This is where we market commercial
assets. This is where we connect sellers to buyers in auctions -- onsite and online. This is where we access a database of 1.3 million
potential bidders. This is where we converse in the languages and laws of bankruptcy, liquidation, and regulations of 70 countries.
This is where we have on-the-ground experts in 25 offices around the globe, all the while providing the quality and local service you
need.
We are GoIndustry Michael Fox International.
Contact us today for a no-obligation appraisal or auction quote.
info@michaelfox.com • 800.722.3334
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For more information about Detroit Chapter events,
contact Chapter Administrator Jennifer Brewer at
jbrewer@okeefac.com or (248) 593-4810.

November 16 – Best-selling author Harvey
Certified & Accredited AMEA Appraisers on staff

Mackay headlines a joint event with the

Turnaround Management Association

Association for Corporate Growth (ACG),
5:30 to 9 p.m., at the Troy Marriott. Mackay’s
inspirational business books have sold more
than 10 million copies worldwide. ACG is
handling registration for the event.

FLORIDA
For more information about Florida
Chapter events, contact Chapter Administrator
Tabitha Moore at (561) 882-1331 or
tabitha@tmaflorida.org. Online registration
for all Florida Chapter events is available at
www.turnaround.org.

November 15 & 16 – Annual Golf Outing at
Bonaventure Golf Club in Weston, Florida. The
event features a cocktail reception from
6 to 8:30 p.m., on November 15 at the Hard
Rock Hotel & Casino in Hollywood, Florida,
and an 8 a.m. shotgun start for the golf
tournament the following day. A limited block
of rooms has been reserved at the Hard Rock
Hotel at a rate of $195 and is available by
calling (800) 937-0010 and mentioning TMA.

November 28 – Joint TMA Florida/
Association for Corporate Growth (ACG)
luncheon, noon to 2 p.m., at The Centre
Club Tampa, 123 South Westshore Boulevard,
in Tampa. Tim Smith of Houlihan Lokey
Howard & Zukin will discuss buying and
selling a troubled company, the HLHZ Ruffco
Golf case study.

LOUISIANA
November 15 – Annual Evening Social at Zea’s.

Dedicated To Corporate Renewal

MISSOURI

November 29 – Turnaround Industry Trends

For information about Missouri Chapter events,
contact Chapter Administrator Sue Fischer at
(815) 469-2935 or sue@managementservices.org..

at Jasna Polana in Princeton, New Jersey.

November 14 – Luncheon program, noon to
1:30 p.m. in St. Louis. The event features a panel
discussion on “Cost Containment Strategies.”

NEW YORK CITY
For more information about New York Chapter
events, contact Chapter Administrator Dorri
Weinstein at (646) 932-5532 or
newyorkchapter@turnaround.org.

NEW JERSEY

November 14 – Joint holiday reception, 6 to

For more information about New Jersey Chapter
events, contact Chapter Administrator Betty Mantz at
(908) 575-7333 or mantzsupportsvcs@myexcel.com.

8:30 p.m., hosted by the New York City
Chapter, the City Bar Justice Center, and the
New York Institute of Credit and honoring the
bankruptcy benches of the Southern and
Eastern Districts of New York and the District
of New Jersey. The event will be held at the
Association of the Bar of the City of New
York, 42 West 44th Street, between 5th and
6th Avenues. Business attire is required.
Online registration closes at noon on
November 13. Registration at the door will be
limited.

November 8 – Networking breakfast,
7:30 to 9 a.m., at the Bridgewater Marriott,
700 Commons Way, in Bridgewater, New Jersey.
The event features small roundtable discussions
among a diverse group of turnaround
professionals. Attendees are invited to bring
handouts. Online registration is available at
www.turnaround.org, and attendees are asked to
provide their profession to facilitate establishing
diverse groups of professionals at each table.

November 14 – Joint holiday reception, 6 to
8:30 p.m., hosted by the New York City Chapter,
the City Bar Justice Center, and the New York
Institute of Credit and honoring the bankruptcy
benches of the Southern and Eastern Districts of
New York and the District of New Jersey. The
event will be held at the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York, 42 West 44th
Street, between 5th and 6th Avenues. Business
attire is required. Online registration closes at
noon on November 13. Registration at the door
will be limited.

NEW YORK – LONG ISLAND
For more information about Long Island
Chapter events, contact Chapter Administrator
Andrea Fasting at (631) 293-0200 or
afasting@daley-hodkin.com.

November 15 – Chapter meeting, 5:30 to
8 p.m., at Milleridge Cottage in Jericho,
New York. The program is on “Hedge Funds.”

December 13 – Tentative date for Holiday
Party, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. The firm date and
place will be announced.
continued on page 42
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November 28 – Breakfast meeting at the

OHIO

Boston Harbor Hotel’s Wharf Room. The
For more information about Ohio Chapter events,
speaker is Professor Barry Bluestone, a
contact Chapter Administrator Louise Walsh at
nationally recognized expert on cost of living
(216) 861-5627 orlwalsh@mjmservices.org.
issues, who will discuss regional impacts on the
December 5 – Luncheon speaker, followed by
cost of living in New England, with particular
an annual half-day workshop at The Forum, One
emphasis on real estate and labor.
Cleveland Center. A holiday reception also is
December 6 – Providence, Rhode Island,
planned for after the workshop.
Satellite breakfast meeting at Brown Rudnick.
The program is a panel discussion, “Is the Real PHILADELPHIA
For more information about Philadelphia
Estate ‘Boom’ in the Renaissance City for
Chapter events, contact Chapter Executive
Real?” and features former Mayor Joseph
Director Andrea Pauson at (215) 657-5551 or
Paolino Jr., a real estate developer.
December 12 – Tentative date for cocktail party. palady0606@aol.com.

STRAIGHT FROM THE CHAPTERS
continued from page 41

NEW YORK – UPSTATE
For more information about Upstate New York
Chapter events, contact Chapter Administrator
Sharon Graber at (716) 440-6615 or
smgraber@msn.com.

November 16 – Chapter meeting at The
Saturn Club, 977 Delaware Avenue, in
Buffalo. Gerry Murak will discuss “What the
Blog? The Ins and Outs of Blogging for
Building a Brand Strategy.”

NORTHWEST

NORTHEAST
For more information about Northeast Chapter
events, contact Chapter Administrator Julie Conroy
at (978) 462-2665 or julie@tmanortheast.org.

November 1 – Worcester, Massachusetts,
Satellite Chapter hosts Ralph Crowley,
president of Polar Beverage Company, who
will discuss his family-owned business and its
future growth plans.

November 1 – Dinner meeting in Portland.
The program is “Halloween Isn’t Over!” It is a
discussion of past turnarounds that remind
participants of what they should have done
differently. For more information, contact
Kathy Million at (503) 223-6222 or
kmillion@hamstreet.net.

November 16 – Seattle dinner meeting. For

November 1 – Small Transaction Trade Fair,
held in collaboration with the Commercial
Finance Association (CFA), the Association
for Corporate Growth (ACG), and the Risk
Management Association (RMA), at the Newton
Marriott. Exhibitors include lenders and
investors who engage in transactions of $5 million
or less. Exhbit hours are 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. A
cocktail reception will be held 5 to 8 p.m.

more information, contact Gail Desormeaux at
gdesormeaux@nbc.ca or (403) 294-4954.

November 23 – Martini party in Vancouver,
British Columbia. For more information, contact
Chapter Administrator Gail Desormeaux at (403)
294-4954 or gdesormeaux@nbc.ca.

November 8 – Luncheon meeting at Davio’s
Northern Italian Steakhouse, 111 South 17th
Street, Philadelphia. Joel L. Narcoff, Ph.D., chief
economist for Commerce Bankcorp, will discuss
the economy, lending, and M&A markets.

PITTSBURGH
For more information about Pittsburgh Chapter
events, contact Chapter President Beverly Weiss
Manne at bmanne@tuckerlaw.com.

November 16 – Chapter meeting,
5 to 7 p.m., at the Duquesne Club. The
program is a panel of bankruptcy judges.
For more information, contact James Van
Horn at jvanhorn@mcquirewoods.com.

TEXAS – CENTRAL

December 6 – Portland dinner meeting. For

November 14 – San Antonio – Chapter

more information, contact Kathy Million at
kmillion@hamstreet.net or (503) 223-6222.

meeting. 7 a.m., at the Plaza Club, 100 W.
Houston St. U.S. Bankruptcy Court Judge Leif
M. Clark of the Western District of Texas will
discuss "Gotchas under BAPCPA."

TMA 2006

AWARDS PROGRAM

TEXAS – DALLAS/FORT WORTH
For more information about Dallas Chapter
events, contact Chapter Administrator Maribeth
Canole at (214) 228-9706 or canole1@verizon.net.

November 9 – Chapter meeting, 5:30 p.m.,
at CityPlace Conference Center. The program
is “Real Estate Update.”

TORONTO

ENTRIES ARE DUE BY
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2006

Categories
Chapter of the Year
▼

Most Improved Chapter of the Year
▼

Outstanding Individual Contribution Award

Complete program details and the entry package may be found online at
www.turnaround.org (select “About TMA” tab, then “Awards/Competitions”).

Questions? Contact Laura J. Ivaldi at 1-312-242-6030 or livaldi@turnaround.org
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For more information about Toronto Chapter
events, contact Chapter Administrator Sue
Anderson at (416) 867-2300 or
tmatoronto@baystco.com.

November 6 – Annual Newsmaker Dinner,
5:30 p.m., at the Fairmont Royal York Hotel.
Sir John Major, former Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom, will offer his perspective on
the changing global landscape.

UPPER MIDWEST
November 16 – Chapter meeting, 3:30 to 6
p.m., at Solera in downtown Minneapolis. The
program will feature the chapter's 2005
Turnaround of the Year and Transaction of the
Year Award recipients.
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• AccuVal Associates Inc
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• Capital Restoration, LLC
• CapitalSource
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• Mehmco Financial Services Inc.
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BENEFIT PROGRAMS

Your Association’s Benefits Programs
Enhancing the value of your membership
Bankruptcy Insider
Through an exclusive alliance with The Deal LLC, TMA is the only
organization offering its members the new Bankruptcy Insider searchable online database, newsletter, and Web site access for up to 40 percent off the base rate of $1,895. View the database and newsletter at
www.dealsubs.com/TMA, or call 1-888-257-6082 and mention code
G45D8TMA. The special TMA member rate is $1,137 (includes electronic newsletter).
Business News
Turnaround Executive’s Daily Business News Report lists troubled or fastgrowing private and public companies nationwide. The regular subscription
price is $500 per year, but a three-month trial subscription (65 issues) is
available to TMA members for $99. To view a sample issue or subscribe,
visit www.turnaround.org/membership/moreBenefits.asp.
Subscribers can use a new Company Tracking System at no additional charge. The system e-mails subscribers when news about
specified companies/accounts is available.

Car Rental
TMA members can receive as much as 10 percent off regular car rental
rates from Avis. For more information, call (800) 331-1212 and mention
identification number V368995.

The Regus Group Network
The Regus Group is the global leader in providing on-demand professional workplaces and office solutions, with over 750 prestigious business
centers in 60 countries. The flexible office solutions allow TMA members
to increase productivity and reduce costs while maintaining a professional
business presence. The Regus Group offers fully furnished offices with IT
and telecom connectivity and Internet access, with trained receptionists and
IT support. Maintain a professional image with a prestigious mailing
address and phone answering for a fraction of the cost of an office with virtual office packages. TMA members receive a 10 percent discount; simply
use promo code TMAQ1A1 when registering. Log on to www.regus.com or
call 888.OFFICES today!
New! Network Access – the only membership program that provides
access to 750 business-ready, professionally staffed places to work. TMA
members receive a 10 percent discount on the already low $300 annual
membership fee!

INSOL Special Interest Section
Members can join the International Association of Restructuring,
Insolvency & Bankruptcy Professionals (INSOL) special interest section of
TMA for $80 a year. Benefits include a membership directory, savings on
conference rates, a subscription to the quarterly journal INSOL World,
an online electronic newsletter, and access to the password-protected
section of www.insol.org.

Insurance
Professional liability insurance combining traditional consultant E&O
coverage with specific requirements for TMA members is available. Help with
directors and officers coverage is also available. Contact Michael C. Klee with
Mesirow Financial at (888) 973-2323, extension 6828, and mention that you
are interested in TMA Professional Liability Insurance.

Next Day Delivery Services
TMA members can save on next morning, next afternoon, second day, and
international delivery services. DHL/Airborne Express serves most zip
codes in the U.S. and more than 200 countries, with 24/7 package tracking
at www.airborne.com. Call (800) 636-2377 for a DHL/Airborne Express
starter kit or visit www.membersales.com/ABX.

Relocation Services
Bekins Van Lines offers discounted rates for transportation services, plus
replacement cost coverage at no charge, on state-to-state moves
of household goods. For a full listing of benefits for TMA members, please
visit www.bekinsmoving.com/promotions/tma.htm.
For interstate rates and information, contact Bekins at (800) 456-6832
and mention membership “corpcode” #47215.

ReadyTalk Audio and Web Conferencing
ReadyTalk provides reservation-less audio conferencing at group rates and
includes Web conferencing at no additional cost. Local toll-free access numbers are available worldwide, including Australia, Canada, France, Mexico,
New Zealand, and the U.K. Contact TMA member services for information.

Travel and Lodging
■

■

Hyatt Company Travel Program
The Hyatt Company Travel Program provides special offers and room rates
at Hyatt Hotels and Resorts. Use TMA’s identification number B200601
when making reservations at Hyatt Hotels and Resorts throughout the
U.S., Canada, and the Caribbean. Click on Rates & Reservations at
www.companytravel.hyatt.com or call (800) 238-1234.
Starwood Hotels & Resorts
Receive special room rates at Starwood Hotels & Resorts. For best
available rates, visit www.spg.com and enter the SET/Corporate
Account # 294498 after selecting the “Book Now” option. TMA
members also are entitled to complimentary membership in Starwood’s
Preferred Guest program at the elevated Corporate Preferred level.
To enroll, visit www.spg.com and complete the information below
the “Join Starwood Preferred Guest” heading. TMA members
who are already Preferred Guests can call (888) 625-4988 and
mention Turnaround Management Association SET#294498 to
upgrade their status.
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